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INTRODUCTION

Introduction

The

stud~r

and practice of medicine presents many ob-

stinate proble111s, of which the r-1enstrual disorder dysmenorrhea is one of the most prominent.

The seriousness of

this situation is further accentuated when we recall that
dysmenorrhea is not a recent discovery in Medicine.

Hi_p-

pocrates described it twenty-five hundred years ago.

From

that time up to the past few years dysrnenorrhea has·been
considered a minor ailment.

Recently this condition has

been considered a major one by our noted gynecologists.
One finds, in the practice of medicine, that 50 per
cent of a physicians patients are woMen, and statistics
show that 46 to 75 per cent of women suffer from dysmenorrhea.

The average practitioner does not have

ade~uate

knowledge of etiology and treatment of this disorder.
The main reason for its having been considered so
lightly is that the average woman considered it im.Modest
to converse on this subject.

Even at the present, many

of our women are reluctant to make mention of their menses.
However, with the advent of a "broad-minded society" this
ancient pride, much to society's benefit, is being cast
aside and now these problems are being discussed with phy-

sioians, permitting, therefore, a thorough study of this
abnorroal phase of menstruation.

With this feeling of

freeness existing between patient and physician, proJ?er research has been instituted in hopes of determining the exact cause and accurate treatment of dysrnenorrhea.

Lack

of knowledge of this phase of gynecology influenced my
choice of subjects.
Dys:menorrhea or "painful menstruation" as Dorland
terms it, is one of the many intangible conditions we have
to deal with in medicine.

Numerous theories as to its

etiology and treatment have been advanced, but none have
been satisfactory.
disap~ointing

The results, indeed, have been very

even though the literature in connection with

it is voluminous.

This massive amount of knowledge has

only resulted in new theories of etiology, new classifications, and new terms, but with little progress in regard to pathology, accurate etiology and treatment.

Dis-

coveries and real contributions in modern medicine have
not been numerous;

yet a few have lent a hap4')ier color

to many unsettled problems the physicians must face
this group we must add dysmenorrhea.

To

Even though the his-

tology of menstruation, and the elaborate studies on ovulation and female sex hormone have been given us, dysmenorrhea remains as much a "riddle" today as it was fifty
years ago.

This statement is true when statistics of earli-

er and present time are compared.

"In 1877, Jacobi noted

that 46 per cent of women complained of menstrual pain;
and in 1927, fifty years later, in a study of college
women and nurses throughout the United States, we found
47 per cent sirnilarily afflicted." (1)
•some authorities estimate as high as 75 per cent of
our American girls
seems

~uite

suff~r

from dys1'lenorrhea." (2)

This

high in comparison to results obtained by others,

but geographical distribution may be a factor in etiology.
It has been said that the percentage is highest in those
who lead a sedentary life.

The girls who have the advant-

age of out-door life and exercise run a considerably lower
percentage.
Be the percentage what it may, there js scarcely a
school, office, store or factory that is not interfered
with on account of young wo1'len being either reduced in efficiency or entirely incapacitated once a Month from this
ailment.

Dys:menorrhea is perhaps the most troublesome of

the Menstrual disturbances wjth which women experience.
Some suffer from one to several days.

In most cases the·

suffering is so severe that it constitutes a monthly torture, which aside from the il!ll'llediate pain leaves the patient
worn and weak for days afterward, and she lives in constant dread of the next menstrual period.

--

This continued

recurrence of pain and mental depression often leads to
neurasthenias and malnutrition.

Though some authors con-

sider dysMenorrhea of minor irriportance others believe it
important both froM stand.point of the 1)atient and the ec ..
onomJcal value.
Generally
only painful.

speakin~

dysmenorrhea is referred to as being

"However, there are usually accompany int it

~umber of symptoms due to the functional disturbances in
remote organs because the central and peripheral nervous
system also take part in the menstrual ..._Jrocess.

These dis-

turbances occurring in the stoJ11ach cause indigestion, in
the intestines give rise to diarrhea or constipation, in
the heart are followed by .r>alpitation, and when they occur
in the peripheral nerves of the head result in headache." (3)
It is a notorious fact that Most of our crimes for
whJch women have been tried have been committed during
the menstrual period.

Graves (4) contends that menstrua-

tion should not be accompanied by pain, physical or mental
disturbances;

and yet, a large number of our women suf-

fering mental distress from marked discomfort to pain
and despondency, which may be as great as that suffered
by the average woman during her first confinement.

This

also is of great economic importance, and stresses the
fact that dysmenorrhea is of l!lajor importance even though

many noted physicians place it in the category of minor
ailments.
The unfounded advice given by mothers, sisters, and
friends (who always mean well) makes the proper approach
to this condition,so far as the treatment is concerned,
very difficult.

This leads to neglect.

young girls the parents tell

the~

If it occurs in

that the periods have

not yet been ,Properly established and later, 111hen it does
not improve, that it will do so after marriage;

and after

this has occurred with still no relief from pain.and

~sy-·

chic disturbances, they then encourage the unfortunate
woman with the statement that

following the birth of a

child it will surely cease •

The cycle goes on until the

patient, in desperation,finally c;oes to the physician for
relief.

However, in most cases., it is of no avaii because

the condition has been of such long duration that the
meager treatment that he can give is of little or no

bene~

fit.:
Dysmenorrhea, by most authorities, .has been accepted
not as a disease in itself, but as a symptom.

It is cause

ed by a variety of conditions and is a sym.,Ptom of many
pelvic diseases.

However, no one organic lesion has been

shown to be the essential or sufficient cause of menstrual
pain;

for every condition so considered at one time of"

another has been found to exist in eome instances without

acoompanying menstrual .vain.

This leads us into a com-

plicated group of classifications;

each man having vroof

for his own efforts.
The classification given by Graves
the Most

lo~ical.

seems to me,

It is as follows:

1.

Neuralgic or ovarian Dysmenorrhea.

2.

Congestive or Inflammatory Dysrnenorrhea.

3.

Obstructive or Hechanical Dysrnenorrhea.

4.

Membranous Dysmenorrhea.

The field is covered very
the

(~)

overla~ping

ade~1uately

of the above facts.

when one considers

However, I wish to

add to this classification the following factors:
1.

Endocrine Dysfµnctian Dysmenorrhea (partially

covered in numbers 1 and 4).
2.

Traumatic Dysrnenorrhea.

3.

Pyschic Dysmenorrhea.

4.

Allergic Dysrnenorrhea.

5.

Roentgenological Dysrnenorrhea.

Of courae, theae have not been accurately demonstrated
to everyone's satisfaction, but the meager knowledge and
proof already collected seems '-lui te oonvinc ing.

I have no

definite reason for attempting a classification of dysrnenorrhea, but

ever~-

the prilllary and

classification I have read, other than

secondar~r

.See•e.d

dysrnenorrhea, hasAtoo limited or

complicated.

I feel that the above classification should

replace the latter mentioned (primary and secondary), because there is

a.

certain amount of overla_pping that would

complicate and confuse us all.

However, 1vhen the etiology

is discussed no classification will be followed.
The exact cause of dysmenorrhea is still unknown.
Conse{uently, the inade-£uacy of all the theories of its
causation I!lB.kes it a "bug-bear" of gynecology.

With this

in mind, I shall attempt to ,present a· review of the most
important theories propounded during the last twelve years.
Even

thou~h

many o4these theories a.re only interesting

from the standpoint of literature, I believe that they have
some practical value in that when a physician attempts
therapy he should use those therapetutic agents that take
into consideration any of the etiological factors I will
soon mention.

This has been mentioned with only one

thought in mind, in as much,as, I believe that dysmenorrhea
is not a condition which can be treated with any specific
agent but. b:-- a combination of the:rn.

After ha vine read all

theories of etiology and treatMent of dysmenorrhea written
in the .Jast twelve years, I feel that this condition is not
due to one but to a co•bination of the etiological factors
to be discussed.
Before proceeding with the etiology I wish to present

three axioms that the physicians should employ when he is
confronted with a patient suffering with dysmenorrhea.
These were taken from Graves (4).
1.

Deter~ine

He should:

the abnormal conditions Jresent in that

particular case.
2.

To form an estimate as to how important each fac-

tor is in that case.
3.

To treat the patient properly.

ETIOLOGY

\
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ETIOLOGY

I.

Mechanical Obstruction:
The theory that mechanical obstruction of the menstru-

al flow is the cause of dysmenorrhea is the oldest we have.
It was thoroughly expounded upon by Macintosh in 1832--even
Hippocrates 2500 years ago described it.

It had achieved a

general acce.Jtance for many years and treatment was instituted alone that basis.

This theory was endorsed by the

early leaders in ,:;ynecoloey. For example, Marion Sims said
"there can be no dysmenorrhea if the canal of the neck of
the uterus is straight and wide enoueh to allow free passage of menstrual blood.• {20)

The other men in gynecology

conceded their acceptance of this theory b;r fact that they
treated it by dilatation.

.I.a the

~rears

have passed this

1:h eory has been pushed into the background; occasionally
f

indine; .rnmenne who cures a patient by s im1ile di.la ta ti on

of the cervical canal and he in turn re-introduces the
t~eory

of mechanical obstruction only to have it fade as

in the past.

The pain produced results from violent con-

tractions of the uterus brought about by a dal'JlPling back
of the menstrual flow in the uterine cavity due to some
obstruction.

Graves (4) states that "this stagnant blood

becomes clotted

~d

the uterus in an attempt to rid itself

of this foreiGn body sets up violent contractions.

As a
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result pain originates from the passage of these blood
clots through the narrowed cervical

canal.~

However, it

is now known that the menstrual blood does not clot. (3,
5, 9, 18, and 45)

We also have in the obstruction.theo-

ry, in conjunction with the daIIJr11ing back of the menstrual
flow, the added feature of the swer.ing of the endometrium which may be either premenstrual edE'ma or a true
pathological hypertro)hy, -which is Hu_pposed to increase
obstruction by narrowing the internal os.

This hypertro-

phy may be explained on the endocrine basis, hence stressing the nearly imJ?ossible task of accurately olassifyinjS
theor~es

of etiology of dysMenorrhea.

Gebhard describes

an endometritis dysmenorrhea, in which the mucosa, at the
time of menstruation is 13reatly thickened and f .illed with
a f jnely 'Jlotted exudate.

He thinks this exudate presses

on the uterine nerves and .Produces dysmenorrheic pain. His
conclusions are
clottin~

~uestioned

by many.

Graves says th3.t

~the

of the blood. ia due to abnormal chemical influence

of the.ovarian inner secretion•. (4)
Theilhaber denies that the obstruction theory has anything to do with dysmenorrhea, but instead attributes it to
a spastic contraction of the circular muscles around the internal os, evoked by an increased irritability of the uterine nervous SU.Jply.

-~-

The obstruction theory was very much accepted because the first few cases theated by dilatation of the
uterine canal brought relief.
now

be~n

However, this theory has

considerably shaken by numerous observations

showing on one hand, that dysmenorrhea may occur in the
entire absence of any mechanical obstruction, while on
the other hand, it may be absent when a greater or
er degree of obstruction is present.

les~

It has been conv1n-

oibly shown in oases of dysrnenorrhea, sup..,Josedly due to
mechanical obstruction, that a uterine sound could be easily .vassed throueh the cervical canal into the uterine cavity at the

of 0.ysrienorrheic pain without rneetinJ

hei~h+.

any resistance and conse .:,uPntly

~J.ln;1'inc

the free passage

of menstrual flow with dysrnenorrheal pains still existing.
This would certainly disprove, or tend to disprove, the
obstructive theory.

To further show this, it has been de-

monstrated that the "normal rate of menstrual flow, with
all conditions being normal, is two-thirds drops of blood
per J!linute". (5)

This flow is very slight when one actu-

ally thinks about it, and it is difficult to conceive of
such a small flow of blood producing such colicky pains
witnessed in dysmenorrhea.
The main areument in favor of the obstructive theory
is that many cases of dysmenorrhea said to be due to this

-

factor have been entirely relieved by dilatation of the
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cervical canal.

This argument, I feel, in the face of

so little evidence---granting that relief ol dyamenorrheic pains is not to be accepted as a cure---is overshadowed by two phases cited above; mainly, that at the
acme of the dysmenorrheic pain a uterine sound can be
passed
rate

~ithout

ot

relievfing the pain, and that the normal

flow of blood, two-thirds drop per m:inute, is tno

small a stream to produce the pains of
II.

dye~enorrhea.

Hypoplasia:
While the obstructive theory of dysmenorrhea was be-

ing condemned, another one came into vogue--this being the
hypoplastic theory.

Hypoplasia is a "condition of defect-

ive or incomplete formation" (Dorland)

This theory was re-

garded very highly when it first appeared, but later it was
,.

severely luestioned.

With lessened credence in the obatp

ructive theory the view was taken that hypoplasia of the
uterus was the cause of dysmenorrhea.
l~gy

The exact physio-

of this 'If&• not explained ade'luately by anyone when

it first appeared, but later Victor Schultz proposed an ex;..
planation which was regarded very highly by Graves. (4)
Schultz said that normally the infantile uterus transformed
into the mature form gradually.

During this change the con-

nective tissue in the outer layer of the uterus is very abundant and with radial processes is converted into muscular
tissue.

If this failed to happen then at each menstrual
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period as uterine contracti•1ns begin no muscle is present to •stretch• and as a result this connective tissue is put under a strain which in turn stretches serous membrane covering the uterus and pain would result
due to the fine nerve endings being irritated from this
•stretch•.

Schultz in several hundred cases showed dys-

meriorrhea only to be present in these cases where hypoplaatic genital organs existed.

The spontaneous cure

which one frequently sees following childbirth he says
•signifies structural changes in the uterine wall".

(~)

Some link hypoplasia and the obstructive theory together.

They say that the hypoplasia produces anteflex-

ion . .or the uterus and tlB t the latter accounts for the
mechanical obstruction.

•This condition of anteflexion '

is seen in both fetal and postnatal life.• (5)

It is

also known that anteflexion is present with fully matured uteril.

If one were to rely on clinical evidence no

definite proof could be cleaTly shown for it, and on the
other hand, much proof against this theoey can be shown.
Even when the uterus is hypoplastio as seen in the infantile uterus, there is often no menstrual pain, while
the other hand 1 t has b een shown that menstrual pain
present where the patient bas a normal uterus.
summed up no definite conclusion can be reache4.

on
ia

If this is
The chief
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factor against the developmental theory is that dysmenorrhea is often an ac,1uired disorder.

A careful history

oft.en discloses that the patient follow5 ng the onset of
puberty, menstruated normally and without pain for a
long time then she developed these colicky pains.
and Reynolds (5) reports the above to be
one-half of their cases.

Novak

true in over

Even if their reports are true

it is.difficult to explain dysmenorrhea as being due
developmental factors.

to.

Novak says that no definite ex-

;lanation of the pain has been given to a.ate.

However,

Graves (4) accepts Schultz's description of the pain producing mechanisam found where the hypoplastic uterus is
present.
III.

Psychogenic:
Nothing is more certain than that the psyche plays an

important role in the production and perpetuation of menstrual pain.

Hany men such as Henge (31), Crossen

(18),

Graves ( 4), Novak ( ~>), and others believe most all cases of
dysmenorrhea explainable on this basis.
•.

This is further strengthened by observations made by
Novak (5 and 15).
h~a

He has definitely proven that dysmenorr-

is brought about by improper sexual relations.

He cites

case after case in which a young and apparently normal wo::;;;:

man who up to the time of her marriage was hav:rng regular
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.menstrual periods, free from pain; and who, shortly after marriage began having dysmenorrheic pains with each
period.

Upon careful

~uestioning

of these patients he

found that in each case improper sexual relations precipitated this condition.

Novak then instructed both

husband and wife to right their sexual difficulties.
When done these patients were cured of dysmenorrhea.
observations are very iipressive.

His

Edelberg and Galant

(14) state that most cases of dysmenorrhea are sexual in
origin, but other factors must not be neglected.
Mental shock at the menstrual periods or repusnance
at the offensiveness of the menstrual discharge often produces a dysmenorrheio career.

It is not uncoinmon to un ..

ravel a story from a young girl that she feels ashamed of
the odor .;iven off from the flow, or the buleJng of her
dress from the pad, etc.

Many such stories are often

en-

countered by the physician who comes in contact with women
suffering from dysmenorrhea.
These patients also show extreme nervousness and irritability which f'avors the psychogenic theory.

The 'lUestion

is brought up whether the dysmenorrhea is secondary to the
neurot'ic cond1 ti on, or vice Tersa.

Host of the gynecolo-

gists place most confidence in the neurotic elemerits. lravea
maintains •that onoe the pain is established the patient becomes nervously exhausted during the menstrual period, until
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there comes a time when the patient hardly recovers
from one period
in this
tained.

·ray

befor~

the next one is upon her, and

the nervous irritant is constantly main-

The patholOgio mental habit then becomes fix-

ed and the patient <levelops into a confirmed neurotic.
These sirls are uAlally brought to the doctor because
of extreme nervousness but

~ith ~uestioning

erated symptoms are ex.iosed.

the exagg-

This type of patient res-

ponds very well to mental therapy properly instituted".(4)
These psychogenic factors do not

re~uire ~Bycho

analys is by a psychiatric expert but can be excavated by
a careful, detailed gynecologic consultation.

As with

other psychoneuroses this condition can.be cured as soon
as the patient appreciates that this conditinn is due to
subconscious re,.,exes rather than any organic disease of
the generative organs.

These authors, Novak and Reynolds

(5) t'eported a series of 168 oases treated along this line

with· complete cure in 71 and marked improvement' in 89.
Uany gynecologists do not carry these methods out and

conse;iuently get poor results.

Merely to stigmatize these

patients as "hysterical" or treat them with superficial
",psychology" is inadel1uate and unsatisfactory.

The gyne-

· cologist l!lUSt win the patient's confidence to such an extent that she, herself, will grasp the logic explanation
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which the physician must take time to give.

Once the

patient's mind is so ventilated, these mischief-provoking fears and anxieties lurking in her sub-conscious
will die a natural death.
In this connection prophylactic measures

c~n

be

taken to teach the young girl the naturalness of

the

menstrual phenomenon, and particularily that it should
not interfere with her normal activities.
the logical instructor in this case.

The mother is

She will however,

be ill-fitte(.. for this lmrpose if she has suffered with
dysmenorrhea,

beoaus~

a powerful suggestive factor at

once is brought into play on the daughter, who may come to
look forward to menstrual period as a time to expect suffering and discomfort.

This then is important to the

physician, college and high school physical education
teachers having to deal with the physical health of

the

growing girl. (13)
The undoubted role of the psychogenic factor in many
cases of dysmenorrhea at once brings into question the reliability. of observations as to the therapeutic results after various forms of treatment, whether me,"ical or surgical.
For example, dilatation of the uterine canal fre 4 uently
yields excellent results.

Another factor that favors

this

theory is that according to most psychiatrists the greatest
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percentage of nPuroses is found among the women.

IV.

Constitutional:
There are other factors which may be concerned with

dysmenorrhea.

For example, there is little doubt that

in some cases it is merely the reflection of a condition
of constitutional or nervous depravity entailing a lower threshold of pain. (2,4,5.)

Crossen (18) says •that

there is hyperesthesia or marked irritability of-

the

nerves of the uterine mucosa and muscles, especially in
the neighborhood of the internP.l os.
when the uterus is

soundf'c~

This is noticed

and especially on dilating

the internal os without anesthesia.

It is indicated also

by the~painful muscular contractions or uterine 'cramps•
occurring without apparent cause.•

The theory that by-

peresthesia of :mucosa and muscles as being due to nutritive disturbance, affecting the nerves and other tissues,
seems to be a very tenable one.

It explains ade4uately the

various phenomena observed; and shows why the symptoms may
persist to a greater or lesser extent after removal of the
obstruction at the internal os, and after removal of hypoplastic mucosa.

It shows why measures directed toward im-

proving nutrition and allaying nerve irritability will sometimes produce decided improvement without any local treat-::;,Jment.

In short, it explains what has already been worked
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out clinically--that narrowing of the canal and thickening of endometrium are simply complications that may
or may not be present.

When they are present they ag-

gravate the trouble and

re~uire

treatment.

But unless

the nutritive disturbance of the uterine muscle arid
mucosa is also improved sufficiently to restore

the

nerves to fairly normal condition, the pain will continue to a considerable extent.

The marked effect of

pregnancy and poor nutrition in these cases points to
its being largely explainable as a nur,ritive disturbance.
J'erhaps this nutritive element could explain the hypo·plastic or •infantile uterus•.

It has· also been shown

by Novak tl'Bt many women with infantile uteri are poorly
nourished and this may be the explanation of the presence of the defective uteri!.

However there -ts/as much

evidence to either disprove this

~s

well as prove it so

too much faith cannot be placed on this assumption.

It

would seem therefore that the two conditions--imperfect
development and neurotrophic dysmenorrhea--are due

to

poor nutrition largely at a certain period of life, that

of puberty.

Both Crossen(l8) and Novak (5) state that

the victims who suffer most from dysmenorrhea are usually those women who during puberty, were poorly nourished
from a physical and developmental standpoint.

This con-

dition is usually very apparent when the patient goes to

-~
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the physician and is suffering withdysmenorrhea.
se~uently

Con-

the physical development should not be sacri-

ficed to benefit mental dPvelo2ment.

This is to imply

-!

that at puberty, the school age, too much emphasis, by
many parents, is placed on the absorption of knowledge
with a neglect of the

~hysical

side of her life.

It is

in this type of patient that the slight amount of menstrual discomfort

fre~uently

present is magnified into

an actual pain.
Many cases of dysmenorrhea can be cured by building
up the seneral health of the patient
ment of the pelvic condition.

~ith

no direct treat-

This is done by insisting

on proper general hygiene, especially exercise, with little
or no

limit~tion

because of menstrual periods.

This

is

important and should always be watched for and treatment
stressed.
V.

Endocrine Factors:
Up to the present no theory explaining dysmenorrhea

has been accepted.

With the advent of endocrinology a new

approach as to the exact cause of dysmenorrhea has been
made possible.

Yueh work in endoczinol i!•.Y has been done

which has produced

consid~rable

convincing data.

Even

though not de.finite, the value of endocrinopathy must not
be underestimated.

The exception to this being the omnis-

cient manufacturers of various orBan extracts.

There is

1.f.
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no definite endocrinopathy associable with dysmenorrhea,
although the intimate relatinn of the pelvic orgf-l.ns

~"ith

most of the endocrine glands makes it at leasf, theoretically possible. (5,F)

Beroovitch (3) says "when

no

gross pathology in the pelvis is present, the dysmenorrhea is endocrine in nature.•

Re has dE>monstrated that

ninety-three per cent of patients complaining of dysmenorrhea, examined in t.he Mayo clinic have been found
possess a)parently normal pelves.

to

This type of dysmen-

orrhea he says, can pe attributed to endocrine 'distur ...
bances.
cause it.

Now let us see how endocrine disturbances may
It is considered generally, that we may re-

gard the ductless glands, through their hormones, as be ..
ing the regulati!l8 mechanism of the function of the body.
It is well-known that all these endocrine glands do not
act by themselves

individu~lly,

but by a correlation

through which, if one gland becomes upset, the others

re~

act very -iuiokly in an endea1'"or to compensate the disturbance induced in the organism by the former.

This is

seen in cases of short, or tall people, fat or thin people,
etc.
According to Henrious and Lieb

(3) and Gemmell (11)

the lt\YOmetrical motor nerves filaments penetrate the muscle sheaths and cause normal rhythmical contraction and
relaxation of the uterine muscle during the entire menst-

-~·
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rual cycle and so keep the normal circulation of the
uterus.

These contractions should be painless and

should they become intensified will prodpce pain.

The

most common time for intensification is.before or at
the commencement of the menstrual period.

Improper

harmonization will result in an overstimulation of these
nerve f !laments and produce the ·painful hypertonic contract ions or spasm of the uterine muscle, especially at
the cervix.

This produces a dilatation ofthe vessels of

the mucosa of the uterus and engorgement results.

We

then have congestion and swelling of the mucosa which pro. I.1and eventually spells
duces profuse bleeding with " clots

pain.

The method of improper hormonization should be under-

stood and to grasp this we must recall the two important
branches of the •egetative nervous system--the sympathetic
and the autonomic (vague).

The vague supplies the lungs,
'

heart, liver, pancreas, and small intestine.

The sympa-

thetic supplies the large intestine, bladder, uterus, and
adnexa through the pelvic plexus.

The vague i a the driv-

ing force whereas the sympathetic is the inhibiting one.
The thyroid and pituitary stimulate the vagus while
the adrenals and the ovaries stimulate the sympathetics.
A mention of a few of the More reco&nized hormones here
would simplify matters considerable.

From the ovaries
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we get Corpus Luteum which is essential for menstruation and conception--via Progestin.

Along with this

there is thou0ht to be given off another hormone called
TheeliB and when increased in the blood over its normal
level, produces spasm of uterine musculature and hence
pain.

This. hormone is thought2to be present only dur-

ing the pre-menstrual and early menstrual phase of menstruation.

This is based on the fact that Theelin can

be chemically isolated only during the pre-menstrual aid
early menstrual periods.

The time intervening between

periods has been fruitless so far as demonstration of_
this product is concerned.

Novak and Reynolda(5), in

experiments on rab"1its, have shown that Theelin, the
female sex hormone causes spasmodic contraction of

the

uterus, and hence is possiblf the source of dysmenorrheal pains.

The hormone is present during

th~

pre and

early menstrual phases--being derived from maturation of
the Graffian follicle. (45)

It is also seen that follow-

ing delivery after pains persist for a time while the female sex hormone is in high concentration in the blood.
This e:itplains that the spasmodic contraction of the uterus
is

.P~ssiblY

endocrine in

ori~in.

Bercovitch (3) and Bland

(45) 1uestionl that both thyroid and pituitary secretions
inhibit ovarian< and adrenal secretions, if in excess, but

-r
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instead favors the presence of Progestin and Prolan.
He states that these t wo endocrine products tend to
balance hyper-ovariani:::Jm and adrenalism by becoming
more active themselves.

PrQgestin has been proved to

ovarian in origin, and Prolan to arise from the Anterior
body of the Pituitary gland.(•5)

A few experiments in

which the anti-female sex hormone Progestin and Prolan
have been used are vuy impressive, but no appreciable
results have been attained. as :·et.

Consel£uently, this

cannot be properly supported until further experiments
are carried out. (5)
By an illustration of this improper hormonization
we can see the sequence of events.
slug~i:3h

ty.

A young girl with

or deficient ovarian secretion reaches puber-

Compensatory stress is thrown on the suprarenals,

pituitary; or· thyroid glands, depend in~ upon which
these glands dominate the
patient.

l)hysiolo~y

of

of this varticular

Letus say that it is the suprarenal; then it

makes an attempt to supply this ovarian deficiency. Should
it not succeed in this completely, there is no inhibitory
action of these· glands (sympathetic) upon either the thyroid or pituitar:,-, and a h:cpersecretion from the latter
ream~ts.

kee~s

We now get w'B t is termed a vaeotonia.

in nind the

or~ans

When one

supJ?lied by the vague, it is

a
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simple matter to see the clinical picture which follows.
For instance, the effect on the s tomach would lead

to

nausea and vomiting; on the intestines to diarrhea; and
on the heart palpitation.

The vagotonia would

event~

ually stimulate the sympathetic; and uterine colic or
cramps would undoubtedly occur.

Should the pituitary

attempt to right the endocrine disorder we would

have

added to the above picture those of intracranial pressure which is the result of transient swelling of
pituitary due to its increased
would evolve.

~his

activi~y,

the

and a headache

headache is usually supraorbital,

or on the top of the head.

Visual disturbances would

be the result of pituitarial pressure.
This vagotonic state is practically always

res-

J)onsible for the _pa.in and psychic disturbances found
in dyamenorrhea ascertainable to an encocrine disturbance, and is due either to a compensatory exhaustion
of the suprarenals or ovaries.

It may also be due to

a hyposecretion of one or both of the thyroid or pituitary glands.
We have said therefore that the gland that dominates the individual's physiology is the compensatory
reaction.

In mixed types, the gland that is predominant

is the one that

res~onds

first.

To determine the pre-
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dominating gland we l:)ok for the distressing symptoms
one would expect to see in the respective ele.ndular
hypersecretion.

The thyroid type is the highly neurotic

and emotional type of woman.

The adrenal type is the

energetic, highly aggressive, dominating woman.
a marked over6rowth of hair.

She has

The l)i tui tary t:rpe is the

broad-shoul(lered wo111an

'~ith

also be st.out, rlro'«lsy,

Ieth?.:r·~ic

coarse features.

a.nd dull.

3he r1ay

The ovarian

ty,t>e is tall, Alender, n.nd artistic.
When a patient shows an enlareernent of the thyroid
with slight signs of hyperthyroidism at puberty or with
each menstrual cycle, and having dysrienorrhea, one must
decide i,vhether it is a physiological or pathological
hy,pe1

tro)hy.

If physiological it io due to either ovar-

ian exhaustion or deficient ovarian

development~

ful history will settle t;his ,1uestion.
profuse and prolonged
1vi th

blee~ine

A care-

Where there is

at the menstrual )eriod

dys1'.lenorrhea one in inclined to favor the patholoeical

hy~ertro,.:ihy.

If in the early stage of the enlargement

there is scanty menstruation, or long delayed perid

with

dysmenorrhea, the enlarJenent is then due to the effort· of
the thyroid to a~ent insufficient ovarian secretion and
is, therefore, physiological.
In dysmenorrhea seen with hypothyroidism and hypo-
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_pi tui tari wn

~!-.f

clinical picture is essentially the same.

These go hand in hand, for a deficient pituitary secretion deprives the thyroid of its functionRl impulses and
hence the thyroid becomes deficiPnt.

This deficiency

produces a hyperfunctioning of the ovaries ancl adrenals.
Where we have hyperactivity of the ovary a sympathectonia
results.

We really have an increase in

Luteum (or its derivative--Progestin).

a~ount

of Corpus

An increased am-

ount in one or the other or both of these hormones, gives
more pronounced effects than a normal amount.
they stimulate decidual growth.

Norma~ly

If an increased amount

of Progestin is present we get a precocious development
of the dPcioua.

As a result of this massive decidual dev-

elopment, and if conception fails, we then have a 'Vholesale, as it were, disintegration of the hyperplasia menstrual dedidua.

Whereas, with a normal am01nt of

Luteum we have a gradual necrosis of deoidua.

Cor~us

As a re-

sult of this il'lll'lediate and extensive decidual degeneration we have given off in the Menstrual lochia, solid
tissue visible to the naked eye which is not seen in normal lochia.

In comparatively mild cases the small frag-

ments are called •flakes• whereas in the severer types we
have irregular pieces of tissue which we call •plaques•.
This is referred to by many authors (2,3,4,5,7,9,17,1s,20)
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as "membranous d!'SMenorrhea".

The amount of pain ex-

perienced with the passage of these "clots• is proportional to their size.

There is also a greater amount

of flow in these cases due to the greater amount

of

denudation of tissues with increased vascularity.

The

cause of the pain would be due either to actual separation of menstrual decidua or the expulsion of the pro•
ducts of the menstrual abortion from the uterus.
However, when one considers that the acme of menstrual pain is about two hours after the first appearance of the menstrual lochia, that the solid tissue resulting from "decidual necrosis" is not present in

the

vagina until second or third day of function, that cervical dilation does not always cure the menstrual pain,
that a cervical stenosis cannot always be demonstrated
when the menstrual pain is at its height, and that

the

cervical anomalies exist without causing the patient any
menstrual discomfort he wonders whether the passage of
these "clots• described above, can be said to produce the
pain

witnesse~

it does.

in dysmenorrhea.

It seems doubtful that

Therefore, with the above in mine, it

se•-~ms

probably that the essential factor in production of the
pain a)pears to be associated with the actual separation
of the decidual tissue.

The tissue then acts as a for-
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eign body and induces severe and irregular uterine

oon~

tractions which, in some cases, accordtgg to the pain,
a ..).:.Jear to be alll'loat tetanic in character.

It is

be~.ievecL

that uterine anomalies do enhance difriculties but are
not responsible, as a primary factor, for the menstrual
pain.

Whitehouse (7) and Bell (9) have demonstrated the

above fragrrienta to be present in such menstrual flow.
This above shows the effect of excessive ovarian
secretion. As a result a sympathectonia is produced. However, these glands tire easily, and in some cases there
is an excess of thyroid a.nd pituitary secretion .Producing
a secondary vagotonia.

This often accounts for the dia-

rrhea fre1uently seen during dysrrienorrhea, also the nausea
and vomiting.

Where the dysll'lenorrhea is due to deficient

thyroid secret ion we find ,;.)Ubert: is delayed and development

of secondary sex characteristics altered.

We

often

get scanty menstruation and often secondary amenorrhea. We
fre~uently

get mastodynia, increase in weicht, and an in-

creased fondness for sweets.

Fatigue, coldness and def-

icient eyebrows also are present.
and roughj.

The

~kin

is coarse,dry

In pituitary defici~ncy we get scanty periods,

amenorrhea, a possible increase in weight, and the skin on
the other hand is fine and smooth.

The pulse is slow,

blood pressure less and mental attitude is slugeish.
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An outline of the various factors that proc''-uce endocrine abnormalities would not be out of place:
l.

Following childhood diseases.

2. Following severe chilling.
3. Chronic debilitating diseases.
4. Physical or mental shock including major operations.
5. Prolonged lactation.
6. Too fre.iuent pregnancies.
7. Too much overwork.
8. Cardiac lesions.
9. Lead poisoning, morphine poisoning, etc.
10. Too much strain, depression, etc. (5)

The endocrine theory as a causation of dysrnenorrhea
is very plausible as has been shown by the various cases
reported in literature.

The various men have cured such .,

cases with f·ndocr1 ne therapy.
VI.

Faliihty Body Mechanics and Poor Muscle Tone:

It is concedf'd tl:a t

~the

tone of the skeletal muscles

serves as a good index to tone of the circulatory system,
and consequently individuals with poor skeletal muscle
tone may be said to have a i)Oor tone in their c ircula to~ y
system.

The sieni+-icance of this becomes evident when it

is recalled tl:at the pelvic organs are abundantly supplied
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with blood vessels; the veins forming an interlacing
network through anRstomoses betweEn pampiniform, uterine,
cervical, vaginal, bladder, and hemorrhoidal plexuses.
These veins are thin-walled and except for those of the
uterus receive their support from _intra-ab<'1oriinal pressure.

They are also distinctive in that they, and the

large veins into which they empty,
do the veins of the legs.

lo

not have valves as

In the ·luadruped these points

are of little significance, while in the biped or human
beinz,they may be im1)ortant in the explanation of certain pelvic symptoms.

Rouchly, the total blood volume

of the body may be divided into riuarters.

One q,uarter be-

ing the ,Peripheral circulation, one ,1uarter being in the
heart and lungs, and the remaining half in the portal circulation and other abdomj_nal organs.

In the

iua.dru.1)e~

moat of the bl od bloume is near the heart level and conse~uently

system.

no excessive strain is placed on the vascular
In the biped, or human bein,z, most of the blood

is below the heart level and the circulatory system is
subjected to considerable strain. So l•ng as the muscular tone of the body is JOOd no untoward effects are
noticed; but with the loss of tone, distressing symptoms may arise.

Because of their location in the most

dependent portion of the peritoneal cavity, and because
of the presence of numerous interlacing valveless veins,
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the generative organs are particularly susceptible to
conditions causine: congestion.

No doubt the presence

of varicose veins in human beings and the scarcity of
such in

~uadruped

is a clinical manifestation of this

~

relation. (Fig. 1 shows blood distribution in biped and

(1)

quadruped)

Fig.

l~

Comparison of 1uadruped and biped, showing
distribution of blood Tolume: one fourth in
the peripheral circulation, one fourth in
heart and lungs, and the remaining half in
the portal circulation and abdominal and pelvic organs. ( 1)

The phy"siologic chanles occurring at the time of
normal menstruation must also be considered.

The first

or ,premenstrual stage lasts from seven to ten a.a;;rs and
is characterized chiefly by congestion of the pelvic
orGans.

When hyperemia of the uterine mucosa reaches
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the breaking point, hemorrhage occurs into the surrounding tissues by rhexis and diapedesis.

This

inau~urates

the second or des'-J.uamative stage, characterized by loss
of surface epithelium from the uilerine cavity and the
onset of menstrual flow.

Normally this stage is thought

to last about four or six days, following which is
third stage or

re~en~rative

staee.

the

This consists in re-

building the endometrial glands and usually takes about
four or six days.

The next stRge is the resting stage

and lasts from ten to fourteen days• (Refer to Table I (1)).
Premenstrual
or Congestive
- 0 da s.
Glandular
hypertrophy.
Hyperplasia of
endQmetrium.
Congestion.
Hyperaemia.

Menstrual or
Des~1uamative

Sta e.
2-4 da s.
Des'1uamative
phase.
Loss of surface Epithium.

Regenerative
Stage.

Resting or
Post-menstrual Sta e.
8-10 a s.
3-7 da"S•
Regeneration
Resting or
Q.uiescent
Rebuilding and
Period.
.,
reconstruction
of glands.
Little
Change
,~,

,,

Table I. Relation between pain, congestion and stages
of the menstrual cycle.(•)

;

.
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If lack of r1uscle tone plays a part in causing dysmenorrhea, one might expect the discomfort to bet;in before or 1Vith the onset 0f menstrual flow and cease as

soon as the 8ongestion subsides and pelvic organs depleted.

In the majority of cases this is what ha_pJ?Ens.

This is shown in a study of 1000 cases of painful menstruation by Dr. N. F. Killer.(Fig 2. (1)).
Da.y pain lets u_p

Cases

Percent ··

1st. day--------------------500-----50~ 80
2nd. day----------------~---295-----~~
3rd. day---·------------·---135----~13
4th. day-------------------- 46----- 5
5th. day------------~------- lF----- 2
6th. day-------------------- 6~---- o

Fig 2. Duration of pain in dysmenorrhea as determined by study of one thousand painful periods. (1)
Apparently the superimposing of the physiologic congestion of menstruation on the already congested pelvic
organs is more than the structures can comfortably tolerate and the dull steady pain characteristic of congestion is the result.
Those who favor neuroses as a causation of dyamenorrhea must explain the :paradoxjc im.iJroveraent under conditions favoring increase in neurotic tencLnaies--irregu-

lar work and hours, study, etc.

The situation, ho'R'ever,
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permits a satisfactory explanation on the basis of faulty
muscle tone, for it is well known that high strung or
nervous individuals have better tone than do the phlegmatic ty,;)e.
Additional evidence favoring the muscle tone theory
is to be found in the studies of parous women, in whom the
average posture and muscle tone is generally low.

In a

review of 200 multipara without evidence of infection, all
of whom bad t'ifr or more children, Miller (6) found that
44 per cent had dysmenorrhea.

In most of these it was the

congestive type, the pain beginning before or with the flow
and disa,P;)earing within the first

da~-'

after the onset.

Since primary dysmenorrhea. l'k~*e excluder'!. :i.n parous women,
it appears that the incidence of secondary types is actually
higher than among the young women forming the basis of this
study, where the primary type could not be eliminated.
It seems, therefore, that posture and muscle tone do
have a relationship with dysmenorrhea from the congestion
angle~

This argument deducts materially from the pay-

ohogenic theory since neurotic conditions were increased,
but when poor body posture was corrected the d;ysmenorrhea
was reduced.

Consequently the poor

bod~·

,;.Josture and muscle

tone theory as cause of dysm.enorrhea is highly 8.i,.)J;.)reciated.

(
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.

!be clata on the aboTe theor7 waa olJtained b7 Killer
l~), from

a stv.dy_of the girls entering olaaaea at Yell••••

lf' C.oll•P• ta•
Sc~ool

Vni•eraity of Ion, and Nursea Training··

at the Univeraity of Iowa.

••• atwtiecl.

Jn all 785 youn$ women

Jaob &irl was sub Jeoted to the usual

,p~si-

caleXUllMtiea req.uirecl for adlnission and in addition
.

J'

g,ualitatiTely classified as to

~ost~re

.

wa•

and l!!Uaole tone.

-Ulterior a114 lateralaapecta ot eaoh H8Ject were obtained.
Bach i-.idividual and ahadow picture waa studied by wellt~lifie4

;persons on a·poatural basis.

Each girl in add-

ition was ~ueationed as to tbe abaenoe or Rreaenae of menstrual pain, and in addition all dysl'lenorrhea olassi.fied
into groups, de;en<l.ine on the severity of ·sYl!lJ;>toma.

'·

Roentenosco11y:
Little nention is made in literature of the dang•'r•

ot

prolonsed exposure of the female organ• during fluoroeoopio
._.;lnationa, aAd·no mention is Jllafe of menatt-ual disorders
that result froJll these procedures.

During the past fiTe

7 ..r1 Wei•• (B) baa run across a number of his patienta
Whose mensturation ,was disturb.ed after-having gone com.plete

G., I • ._.t•tion
which included
roentgeno«P:•»hy
and roent.
.
' .
-, .....;O.i>J•

All of the•e J&tients have a history et haY1%li

been w•ll u,p until the time of the X-ray examination.

.

·.

..
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.

SeTeral of the patients had menstruated norma;lly and re•

sularly

UJi'> to this time, and for a few months

f~llowing

u~

to a year

this examination anenorrhea develo41ed.

However,

aeetruation eTeAtuall.y returned.
-showed appearance of dys1nencirrhea.

SeTera1 or the
The~·

~tienta

all emphasised the

faJt tba.t their .;1eriods 'l'l'ere .vajnlesa before these x.:.ray.
examinations, but since then, _Jainful rienstruation wa·a pre-

•••'·

A• ln aaenorrbea• normal painlesa menstruation finally

returned •

.: ~/

Idios1norasy may be an import~nt factor etiologically,
.
but it 'is more probable that there waa some ~landular dye-

tuu,.lon.

Thia may be borne out by the fact that aevet-al

patient• suffering from dysmenorrhea before the X-ray examinations

Wftre

eJq>oaarea.

In

free of l>&inful menstruation following theae
th~s

it may be that slandular dysfunction

was r.ighted by inhibition of certain glands.

However, thia

etiological faetor is without accurate data and further
observation in this field ia neoeasar7 before any definite

•oncluaions can be reached.

e.

Allergy:

Allergio phenomenon as an e.tiological factor in dysmenarrhea is l>eeoming J1C>re popular in modern· medicine.

l'-reviously little e\reaa waa plaoe4 on thia pheno•aon whioh

i• •bown b1 tne •canty re:(erenoes in rela'tioa ot aller11 to

;l
~

:··, ..

.

~~r"

' i ~; .••

,l·'

'
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Q-amenorrhea.

.

The allergic substances are thought to enter

the body and :produoe a neura1fgio type of dySMnorrhea.

'T>Ji• :ia:to \)e
.

'

diatinguished from the congeative type dea-

. 'oribed .bJ Killer. (1)

The latter produoin5 dull _pair1s while

,the f~rmer .vroducing sever cram.P':"like ,Pains.

Sohtaeder (12)

thinks it is due to excessive irritation of the vegetative
nervous system by toxic· substance.a that •natruat1on evoke•

into ,the blood.

Blake -baa 'riet17 •ntionecl tbe Mlatioa of allera to

47. .norrbea.

He 1tatea

tbt t

he haa ob1erTe4 J&t1enta •1th

a ••nenl reaction suffer from d7amenorrhea attaoka.

He

alee stat•• tbat moat of tbeae a7111ptom1 di••.P.t>•ared after

a;p;ropriate treatment.

In one tood-aene1tive caae he noted

tlat the menstrual flow was aocoll,Panied by severe paiaa an4
bad even occurred twice in a month tor years, wbioh beoaae

ooa,pletely normal in tour week intervals

upo~

avoidance of

foo4a to Wll1ch j;he patient reacted.
Cooke records dysmenorrhea in two women 26 and 38 years
respeotively.
a7aptou

ln both "of· theae casea be atate• that the

••re ;part of an inaediate reaction with aatbaa,

oor-

7••• and urticaria, and did not show up for three hours or

more.
Saitll (12) waa veey muoh illpreaaed 1>7 Oooke•s and

~·· reaulta, and earrl'4 on the experil'i•nt .with the ab.,.•

.,f

r
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facts in mind.
orrhea.

He re9orts using 12 women having dysmen-

They all were nulliparous and the age range

was between 18 *o 34 years.

They were under observation

from three to eighteen months.

The dysmenorrhea com-

plained of bad existed for many years;
the onset of menstruation.

in some since

Some were students, steno-

graphers, housewives and two were unemployed.
Skin tests for commoner foods were made by scratch
method and were read in 30 minutes.

They consisted of

small elevated surfaces with little or no erythema.

The

substance that gave positive reactions 'verr· o:r1ftted from
the diet beginning one week before the expected date of
menstruation.

These foods being wheat, ezgs, milk, beef,

obocoi•te, nuts, beans, peppers, cauliflowers, cabbage,
anC fish, in the order mentioned.

The reaction was

visible in six hours and usually laste4

Fours.

~or

about twelve

Of the 12 cases studied, eight stated they were

free of all menstrual
business as usual.

~ain

and oould go about their

Four had received only partial re-

lief although they were able to continue their work as
usual, if they took aoetyl salicylic acid, ect, tor
. part of the day.

For this group, ·Smith felt that his

tests were not thorough enough.

Tests should be made.

for inhalant and many other substances that are undoubt-

~·'
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edly responsible for allergic manifestations.
It would seem therefore from the

~bove

reports

and results obtained in his twelve cases that there is
a. definite relationship between dyamenorrhea and allergy.

Consequently it is important to consider allergy in
treatment of oases.

:Before any conclusions can be made,

more work must be done in this field.
9.

Uterine Polyps:
Uterine Polyps produce dysmenorrhea probably on the

basis that they produce undue pressure on the nerve filaments of the uterus and give cramp-like pains.
10.

(4,7,18,19)

Jl'yomata:
Yyomatazof the uterus frequently cause •menstrual-

"

orampa.

The pain is seen more in diffuse adenomyomata

of the uterus than with discrete _fibromyomata..

•

Nelson (19)

does not believe that dysmenorrhea is caused by intramural myomata whereas Crossen (18) and Graves (-4) believe
that it is.

Nelson believes that a pedunculated sub-

mucous :rnyorta is the
uterus

atteM~ts

sou~ce

of l1'Itlch

~ain

to exvel this tUI!lor mass

because the
~hioh

acts aa a

foreign body and as a result severe paroxysmal uterine
cramps occur.

The ,Pain is usually due to incarceration

of the tumor mas-a with pressure on adJaoent viscera and
fixed structures.

Adhesions often

p~oduce

severe pulling

..

'

and dragging pains.
11.

Less Common Causes&
a.

Divided states of the uterus due to imperfect
fusion of the ]fullerian ducts.

b.

Atresia of the cervix of vagina.

o.

Aooessnry occlude uterine cavities.

These are not common and oan be dismissed with the
statement that dysmenorrhea in these conditions is of intrin•ic origin.
12.

(10)

Endometriosis:
Endometriosis also produoes dyamenorrhea--probably

as the result of irritation of nerves in the uterine
muoosa.
13.

Tubal Infeotion:
Ovarian tumors are also etiological factors in dys-

menorrhea.

TREA.TllEBT
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TREATlllENT

Dysmenorrhea is perhaps as common as any condition
which the gynecologist is called upon to treat, and cer•
tainly as Waffling.

'!'his is obTioua particularly because

this affection is commonly relegated to the caterogy
•minor gynecological disorders•.

or

As yet we know very

little of the primary causes, which have been attributed
to infectious diseases, bad hygiene in early life, poor
muscle tone, psychic, anemias, and.malfunction of the
glands of internal secretion, particularly the thyroid.
HoweTer within the last few years intensiTe study of the
~hysiology

of the temale reproductiTe system has given us

new hope of solving the problem.

Regardless of all en-

couragement given us, the percentage of failures reported
from eTery method of treatment is disheartening, and the
variety of treatments advecated is elof1ent testimony
to the fact that none is uniformly successful, and that .;
the specific remedy is yet to be found.
Ken who have investigated the subject report that
dysmenorrhea is increasing everywhere, with the continued
progress of civilization and of the added complexities and

';..,;

and refinements of life.

Since 75 per cent (23) of our

American women suffer from this oondi tion the importance
of this subject can hardly be over estimated.
the relief of dysmenorrhea is urgent
and physical viewpoint.

fro~

Therefore,

both economic

Until we come to realize that

each case is a separate problem, within itself and must
be worked out as a separate and distinct proposition,
throwing empericism to the winds, we shall continue to
make little progress in the treatment of dysmenorrhea.
By

knowing the etiology in every case, treatment can be

Justifiably instituted.
The most effective cure, according to our noted
gynecologists, is a full term pregnancy.

This process

can be prescribed to married women, but in the youna
unmarried woman, unfortunately, marriage cannot be

.i;ires-

cribed as complacently as oan medicine.
Two problems confront the physician
ed u,aion to treat a case of dysmenorrhed:;

w~en

he is call-

(a) to glve

immediate relief of the present attack of pain, and (b}
to

se~k

permanent relief--determination of the latter can

wait.
Keaaures for Immediate Relief.-During the actual period of pain .relief must be given
by measures which.are frankly palliative and which cannot

i.J. .·~ :· ·-:>: .;
•. •

be expeated to exert any permanent efteot upon the disease.

.

Rest in bed is necessary in aeTer1 oaaea, and i•

usually reaorted to by the patient on her on initiatiTe.;
Hot applications, either by the electric pad. of . the hot•

..

nterbettle, are a:Iwaysaooeittaltle.

.

Although a paradox,

yet an ice 'bag .applied over the aacrum sometimes
most innedi~te relief (Bland}.
aata, taken Just at the
~uently

~ives

al-

Hot baths and warm ene-

beginnin~

of the flow, are fre-

hel,lilful. · Hot, stimulat·1ng drinks usually

~ive

slieht, temporary re11et, but alcohol should. neTer be em'

pl•1•d aa a routine mea8\1re.
ta ••lt obTioue.

The inexpediency

or

alcohol

Relief by.medical meaaur.. JllUst be in•

Toked in all but the a1ldest oases.

'l'h.e coal tar 4•-

riTativea are senerally e!feotiTe, but they should. be
employed. oautfoualy;
tiTel7, with

~ll

treatment ahould be begun tenta-

doses of less

~otent

drugs, and

t~e

atroncer druga ~n large:r doeea should be resorted. to
onl.7 a• the nee4 tor thea ar1aea--a mode ot therap,fhat
ia o1-iT:lOU8ly Wiae in a 'Oondi tion Which ia recurrent &114
periodic rather than ephemeral and s.hort lived.

Benayl

benzoate, in doses of 1 to 2 draoh.Ms, has been re.vorted.

to 1iYe extremel7 good results, and is best ·given in
the form. of gelatine globules, as the taste is nauaeat-

in;.

Codeine, in

·.,II'';

i

to

t

grain doaes, must be resorted

-'I(·~ •..

·'.

•

~-,

to when aspirin, pyramidon and similar agents bring no
!'elief, and mat 'be administered by bypod.ermfo.

an4 To•itinaare

!fauna

a part of the ayndroM. Jlorphine ia

~-

..

nec.e••&l"Y in the _ocaas-ional oaae, but it should be e.m.•
ployed reluoantly, and eTery effort should be made to
limit lta uae.

'

.bll7 suggests the rectal a4min1atrat1ort

o'f bromide f1f potash or 'bromide of aodtwn,

~o

to 50

crain• to the pint ottret water, but tbe patiellt with
4Y•••orrhea of &JV' narkecl degree is rarely benefited
by

this 111eaaure beyon4 the temporary- re·lier obtabaecl

from the introduoti_on of the hot solution.
From what has been said aa to the oauaative role·

of exa1i9rated and painful muscle contraction, the ad•
aiala1.rat1on otantiapaamodio drugs woulcl seem- to be
call•t• , lfoftk ( 23.) adTiaea the use of atro.;p'11ne aul•
p~te,

aa do others •. He

1/leo pain or

actmin1ater..a...•'~-•1Sne

in

At••• of

\incture .. of belladonna in doses ot 10

Dlinima, three times a da;", for t·To or three days before

tbs pjriod and tor the :first day or t•o of it.

'i'b.e tol-

enaoe •t the individual patient dif'f'era, but in

•••1'7

.... the iaedioatiett ahou14 be discontinued aa aeon aa
«r,aeaa •f the threat, flualting ot the chetka, 11114

4.iatubanoea ot Tiaion and other alpa or iatoleranoe

ue noted. Drenltbaber reoo:mmenda the inJeotion of

f

:;

t

atrop\ine directly into the cervical canal or the.tamponade of the vagina with cotton-soaked in a solution of
the drug, but such a method is obviously undesirable in
any

case, and is imIJossible in young girls.

Lately a

more rational and perhaps more ef.fective antispasmotic

may now be available.

The biologic inhibitors of uterine

oontractility, on the basis of laboratory investigation,
are progestin and the lutenizing princillle in the urine
of pregnant

~omen--prolan.

The latter is now available

for human use, but the former has not been accepted because of laok of experimental data regarding its accurate action and also because of that fact that it is
so e.xpensive.

Novak (23) su3Gests the intramuscular

inJection of 100 units of Antuitrin-s (Parke, Davis

& Co.), one or two days before menstruation, this being repeated one or two days, de,pending on the severity
of the l,>e.in.

The procedures above are mainly employed in the immediate relief of dysmenorrheic attacks.

The measures

necessary to secure permanent relief will be discussed

Keasures of Seeking for Perl!Janent Relief.-General lleasures:
The genera.l treatment of dysmenurrhea is not based

<!··

upon the application of remedies during the period,
but rather upon correct hyeiene throughout the month
and particularly throughout the_period.

These measures

should be invoked in all patients suffering from dysmennorhea, and particularly in young girls, for in

l'!l&ny

instances it is not necessary to seek farther _for the
cause than bad hygiene, lack of sleep, too much dancing,
too much excitement in the unwholesome atmosphere ao
ohar_acteristic, as has been said, of the _days and ni'ghts
of T1c<'tern young woman.

Also the instances in which inen-

'

tal development has been encouraged at the expense of
phyaioal development;

it is advisable to allow the girle

to give up attending school for a year or so, and to spend
the time in the country, as far outdorrs as possible.
Kost of the vatients suffering with dysmenorrhea are thin,
enemic, poorly developed individuals with weak abdominal
muscles, absent abdominal breathing and faulty body posture.

Naturally the uterine musculature is-feeble and ex-

hausts easily.

An exhausted muscle forced to continue

contractions gives rise to oram;ps and colic.Icy pains consequently instituting proper. hygienic measure and exercises
will benefit them very much.

Constipation necessarily ia

a bad 1nfifaence, as a mass of feces may act very much.like
a pelvic tumor and increase congestion.

Therefore careful

regulation of the bowels is essential and is particularly
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im.:_iortant during the week before tr~e period, when pel~ic
congestion is increasing daily.

Errors in diet should be

corrected, and the tendency to restrict the intake of
nourishing f'ooa for the sake of the slir1. figure which is
so general at the

pres~rit,

should be severly frowned upon.

A good method to remeny most of these eanditions is as
follows:
A.

Xatablish correct mental attitude.-The correct mental attitude toward dysmenorrhea is

essential.

The patient who anticipates a

tryi~g

exper-

ience, probably from maternal teachings, and prepares for
it in advance by the disruptjon of her entire routine of
life during her period, who goes.to bed with hot applications

an1~

anodynes even before the pain appears, usually

gets just what she expBcts.

However, if she does have

such pain she should wait until the actual need for them
arises before she institutes them.

When the physician

sees the patient at this stage he should avoid haste and
be sympathetic with her and explain the whole situation to
her.

She must be made to understand that menstruation is

a natural function m d shcu ld be free of pain and internal
discomfort as are the other functions of the body;
the majority of women that is the case;

that in

and that, since her

organs are healthy, there is no reason why she should not
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disahilit~r

overcome her

during the ,Period. ·The normal

routine of life should not be interrupted.

She must also

realize that she is not ill and that baths and exercise
during her .veriods will not harm her in any way, and -1Uite
to the contrary, they will benefit her.
the office

ve~y

much

im,P~oved

She will leave

and with a more receptive

mind of the normality of such conditions.
· B.

Correct Clothing. -·The patient should be inst~ucted to avtid wearing

garments that are constricting in nature at the waist as
this is likely to impede the pelvfc circulation.

Today

this P,O int is difficult to drive. home since the mod.ern
girl is desirous of a slim figure.

c.

Correction of Constipation.-Plenty of water should be drunk and fruit eaten.

Over-eating is bad, but enough fooa. should be taken to
give bulk to intestinal content;
air, abdominal kneadi!'l": et

ni~rt

exercise in the fresh
and morning, and a re-

gular attempt to empty the bowels at the same time every
.

morning should be insisted on.

Pu~eatives

should be used

ter,Porarily.
D.

Exercise.--·
Exercise should be taken systematically and regul-

•
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arly.

The objection being to increase the tone of the

musculature of the abdominal wall, bowels, and uterus,
and to iMprove the g"'"'l"'rel

an~

to produce improved nutrition

)C'cal circulation, ano. so
and

musculuar

develop~ent.

Clow (24) states that •only those who· are in good general
health and in whom thereis no evidence of appendicitis of
of pathologicRl conditions of the genital organs should

take exercise.•

In these there shnuld be no reduction in

the amount of exercise.
It is advisable to select only a few moveMents especially effective for dysmenorrhea, and have them printed
on a sheet and give thern to the patient.

Tell them to do

these exercises for a .:iuarter of an hour daily for a few
days before the onset.of the period and on no account to
fail to do them on the first and second days of the period.

The~r

should be done with enough vigor to promote a

sensation of heat or a gentle sweat.

Clow states that

only a few have failed to get relief and that usually
even though the pa.in has already begun exercise usually
dispells it.

After contim1in3 the treatMent for six to

twelve months, many are able to leave them off
~rovided

they are not eneaged in sedentary

alto~ether,

occu~ations.

Clow and Philips (24, 37) suggest the followinz routine:

-:

.

f ·~::··.~~. . ~ :. .
~~t· ~:

(a)

Floor pollahin&--lmeel on all fours.

'.

S1rin'-'

arme through a aemicircle, reachins aa far
baok as possible.

Repeat swing ten t imea

.

'.

with each.arm.
(b)

apart~

Bendins--atand with feet

stretoh arll'lll

above the head, 'bend forward and touch floor

and then return to tirat position.

Repeat

slowly 8 times.
{o)

Twiatina--with arms straisht out twist from one
side to .the other, and bri~ arma as far baok a•

,possible each time.

(d)

.

Swayilli>--stand with feet apart. .Stretoh araaf
above head.

Kms

S1'ay b.ody and

Rowing--sit on the .floor with knees strai&ht and

Lean tor..,.rd. and

feet ,pressed aiQinst wall.

touch wall with lc:nuoklea.
position.

' ·{ t)

to ridht~ then

Re,peat 11lowly 10 times.

left.

(e)

Repeat viaorously 10 times ..

Come back to sitti?li

Repeat ?"Jthl!lically 20 tines.

'Right to left .and. left to ri3ht .. -stand with feet
a~art.

·'B.end

Swing rizht arm

down,

left foot.

far as

u~

bri~ill6 ri~ht

arm over a.nd touch

Re,Peat 6 times.

left arm and right foot.

~oasible.

Do the same with

Re»eat 6 timea.

f

t"

...

:·.: ..

·t ...'.

~~

.

A· •

. . . ~-~,' ~

.. ,

,-

,·,
.

(g)

·'

Floor ~atting--kneel, sitting baok on heels. ·
Twiat body and tap floor with both hands tour
ti~a

on lett aide.

peat on right side.

Kneel upright.

Repeat 8

ti~ea

Then re-

!''

.,..

.

'

on eaah

· side.·

.. (h)

Bean pickinc--throw 20 ai..11 objeota, such aa

beans on floor, unless household routine.prov14es

.aubatitute, and pick orie u.p at a_ time and

plaoe on shelf above the head.
Do as

Alternate handa.

quickly •• »oasible.

·Ia addition to the above purpose these exerci1ee would
aleo serve as an aid

••

in

the regulation ot ttie 'bowel action.

Jatha.--

Koat patients are.still under the im.vresaion that it ia

uaaate to take a bath during the period, so they are told,
but in SDite of. old preJudicea, baths are not only harmless,
but 'b•netioial. ... ·The a6ll\t}lete da.il;;/ wash is necessary

nya-

1en1• m•e1ure, but immersion in a warm bath at night ia not
eiaJ,y• salutary, but.check• or helgs to

aoh.111& and 4iscolllfort.

~revent

the onset of

There is no harM in the eon\inuation

ot the cold IJOrning bath or cold sponge dnri,ns the ·,period.
J'o.r ,woun subJeot to severe dysmenorrhea, who are nervous
or otheri;Viae unfit for muscular exert1oa, ilaeraicU1 ot the

•

wl'.\.•1• bod.y i• a hot bath ( 100-•F} for ten to fifteen min-

...

•

. ·, . .
. '

. ainst pain, and ,,,,111 often relieve a ,patient already in

pain.
that

lta etteot, beiJli

~uioker,

is more strikincl than

ot exeroise, _but it has relative dia*a4\rantase1·; in

t

·that it muat be followed by rest in bed for at least an

hour, and, unless the _patient can kee.P thoroughly nrm

afterwards, preferably by muscular effort, the pain ia

a»t to return.
Clow (24) favors the above t

the

31ta~bat.h

y~e

of bath but

~omdenms

as a cure for dysmenorrhea, in th.at the lat•

ter 1• only a chillina Rerformanoe.

She also says that

the hot-water bottle is merely a counter-inritant, and ab-

do•n• are
treme »ain.

sometiaes aoarred

b~r it~

uses 5.n cases of ex-

She. stateiiJ that of the 2, 300 c;irls that ahe

has eonie in contaot

~4'i th

·arnoll3 school 3irls and oolleie

students 'Vh.o '.Vere doinc routine exeroiaea and ;lay1lli;
various

eames,-•onl~r

six re ,parted th.at the ;::anies at the

Jeriod did not suit theM or.relieve them in any "Nay;

t11.lit not in ooo case

'lU~, 'lf

and

the ft6le awqber 414 ahe bev
.:

of or not• any ill etteots at the time or aubsequentlJ'•

· Duril!g ,he1' practice she haa ha4 oTer 400 aaaea _ot dya•nozr~

and o·t this nuaber only 14 ·did not receive any re•

lief •. Three of these latet" secured. com.j,llete c\lre atter

- ,. : ~ '. f

_·" -

\

•
•j.

.....

•

.

..

'·

.

"/.·-

'

·.,,~: ~. ·. :" .

continuing the exeraiaes prescribed theM, fo!" a period

ot 8 months to 9 months.
A change of ooou.,pation or enTiremnent
pr~i4aoea goocl effects.

fre~uently

Clow (24) an« .lhi1J,P. (17) re•

porta caaea where women . teachers,- tyJiata,·
private aeo.
retari••· and others whose work is more or leaa oonftatas_.
aad. aedentary, showed marked relief ot thetr eymptoll8
aen their pb7sical and occupational aurroundinga were

. chanced.
Yitb the above tacts brought out it ia eTident that

too 11'1Ch *1.lpbaaia cannot be placed _on general
.

1Q'1iene~

.

_proper exercise, in open air, correct mentaJ. attitude,
pro.-r food and. attention to impoTeriahed atatea, proper
elW•tion, 1tath•• and o_ther lqgienic meaaurea.

Kedloal Jleaaurea i. e., Drua•·"."-ften one considers the role ot the 11edloa1 trM.tme.it

of d.yameaorrhea" he is confronted with a situation not.
eaa7 ·to-1'andle, for he k~ows that dr'1g• thtn11..)••

..-•t*

e4 today, in nearly every oaae, ia only palliati•e an4 re..

tulre1 re19tition at each painful period.

Philips (!'7}

goes so tar as to say· that "all drugs used today in the.

tnatmeni of dymnorrhea are only pr.lliat1-re in •ture•.
A.a one reads the mat aiao•t ot literature writtei.l on
,._.,i
.
. Qa1 treatment he oo•a to the oono_lu.aion that this

., '"··

·!.;
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· ..
. . _,,

•

,•

··. -t" .: ;

~eneral

·..-11iative treatment is neo.essary until

..;\'",·

hyt;ienic

meaeurea oan be 1natitute4 to produoe permanent results.
Ditl•io (22) reoommend.s atrict

aed~cal

'

.

{4) aclveoatea the latter. A combination of the two »•rba.ta would be wise.

Th•

d~a

to be mentioned were obtained from ·. a re-

.
view of all literat1.1re written during the last l0.7eara.
.

4tro,piae aulpbate ia one of the old.eat and moat.

•i4•17 uaed drug we haTe.

Non.k (24) advises its adlnin•

iatration orally in doaea auffictent to oauae 11114 aattLra•
'

tion a711Ptoma.

He aaya an average dose is ,1/i20 irain ·.

evtry four houra, beginning from a day to aeTeral d&7•
p~riod, dependi~ on the usual time of

before the

of the pain• and aa·to its severity.

onset

In the case Where

hea4aohe
is,sa prevalent
Novak adviaea
the uae .of .t.cetf1
.
.
.
'
8alie7lio Aoid."grains 5 in co.tion with the atroptae.
.

3"11 (35), Roth:roolt (38), Gravea (4) and Cros•en (18)
'

.

administer.atro;pine aimilar11y to JJovak.

Drenkbaber •lao

ad.vises oral adrn1niatration of atropine, but be •intaiaa

tbat ~ ha• more •••••• when atropine ia 1aJeett4 direoil7

tat• tbe oerv1oal oanal. Ke uaea l Jlli• in
oeat1Jaeter of water.

'

cubic

ia eqeote4 &Ji4 •••
\

If··

~ne

Drenkbaber begins hie 1nJeot.tou

't•• or three cla7• before menatrua\.ion

\..

1'

.(

treatment aa

be'ing naore benetioial than •urcioal- trea\aen't while Grave•
.

L."

..

•·.,

•
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., >~;·. ;, . ·.

it three times a d&y".

Beaayl•ber.aaoate, another aatia.,asmodio, is hishl.7
reoommended by

Litaenbe~!'

.

It ia often used in ••••o:la-

.

tion with. ovar1an.reaidue, the latter being &iven in I
cntn doaea three t imea • day for ten days ·l)reoedi.ng the
period. ·Two teasJiJoonfuls of 20% el!!Ulsion of benayl-'ben-

f

p

aoate are t;;i.ven three tit1es a da;,; at the onaet ot the pain
:>.:·

and the ovarian reai4ue ia diaoontinue4.

IJ.taenberc and.

tiaoe7 i-eport o•er 40 per.cent relief with th1a regil'!le.
••11 (SI) · tinda. beaayl-benaoa te very 'benefio ial.
b&cl

The

t'eature here, ia that it ia only a palliative and not

a ourati•e procee«ure.

Dla•lio (22) report• •ery little

a1a0oe9a with uae ot benayl-benaoate.
Diaaio (22) reoommende ver7 highlJ' the uae 9f V1bttr•
....

Be bas it

COltfO~enta

•4• up

in a tablet torm along with othel"

aa followa:

'-'·oe1atian

"

l.25 grai11e

Vib\lrnum prunifoliW.

· Vtoeaaa •Julua

Mouoao41uabeu7ln.eotute

<katian is a taaillar ltitter

pa•tioall7

2.50

•.

a.5o
a.oo

•
•

and

•••!7 caae ot dyamenorrhea

••••tip.tion and stoaoh trouble,

et•••h1c, aaA aa
i•. oe>Jt.plioaW b7

the inoalalon ef gentian

t• J•etit1e4. (22) 8&11nee ean be uae4 where tlle oonatl-

..
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\ '"

_; .
ft.··

:

.· ....A:··
/"" -·
"'

,,.

»&1t1oa ia atubborn •.
.

.

Viburrmm is a

comjlar~tively

reoea• addition to

It·waa mentioned first in materia medioa 1n

Jbal'lta.07.

1892 l>7 Wtt.tttla.

«"·

Sllennan contends that Tibttrmui un4oubt-

.
.•·

•417 ba• an influence on tbAtJ!lOtor aide of the spinal
oer4.

Jlugb7, Bli••• an4 Ballard

•er•• .that ••iln1rll1:dl ex-

ert• ita antl.apaa•o41o aotion ot the unetriJ>ecl ••ole of
tb.e titerua.

It re11e•e• pain aa well -

oheoka •J4l•mocU.o

aotioa and ia uaed in qaenorrbea a• a uterine ae4at1Te.•~.t)

(U)

.

.·

Cro•••n (18) ba• reported aucoeaa in the uae of

y:lbarnua pruaitoliwn tor. dJr...norrhea.

It

••t be con•

ceded,· therefore, that Tiburnum 't• ·an aatia.p&llllOtU.o •n4 ·
..

a.MlC••io, rith
._.riments on

a

-'"A

ae1eotive uterine ac=tion.

~niiala

J;aborato17

have proved that vibarnu pr\tni•

toliva and Tlburnma opulua exert• a apeoitio aetion of
the at.en•.

ina

product.

!he fourth tnarectient represent•

an iatereat•

'!'be aed.at1Te qualities ot the bensyl ••\era

are knewn and the .auooU.te eater ia the- more act1Te an4
la• a leas ju.agent taete.
;f"'

Diaaie (22) reports gratifyiJl& reaulta in as ••••• of
t7aaenorrhea
tl"eate4 with tbia Tiburnua ooapound..
.
.

!btl'•
.

wen no oaeea of retroTerelo 11te:r1, oenieaI ate•••i••
•1feration of aential orp.na or other obatruot1T• oor&di-

....·'

-

'I

'.

..
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tiona to the paaaage o·r the oatanenial flow.

Ria second
•

aeries gave betteJ;" results and were the ty;pe of oases

i'

,·

withwhioh the s•neral praotf..oner would be oalled upon

to treat.
He tr•ata hia patient• aa

follows~

•!he patient ia

to take. 2 tablet• 1rtor to onaet or aenetrual

2 tableta eTery four hours· during the period.

now, ·and
J.a

men•
.

tlone4 before, atepa mat be taken to ban good bowel

el1111natioa.
~

Rest 1a bed 1• not easential.

In raot,

oltaerTera a'how that exero.1ae will actuall31· aaaiat in

tbe relief of dyaaenorrhea.

HoweTer, if the.patientdoee

not cherish the exercise let her pleaae heraelt

in

the

.-tter of rest or exercise.•
He baa found in moat of his patient• that the

-"i•

-~••••cl to· rec~ in · subse-iuent per io~~ attl:·'\ba t the oo!MU.•

· tioa appeared ooaplettl.7 rel ieTed..
•

All this ia clue to tlte

4e•ceapat1Ye and·
viln1rnum
. ·eedatiYe qua1-1t1es · o~ kbella
.
.

tn none ot th.e oa•ea under obaerT&tion was there

·Qoap.

··. the' le-.at siiJI of unwanted reaatio.n or any 'PilPi•a•at

.......~'"'t•Yer.
Spitaig reooflmlends ,the use of sodiwn citrate, 20

p'.lna three times .a 4ay 1 4uing the •eek preetding
'

period.

'

'l'bia.he

ea.ya,

.

~
'''f.·

re,...4 t118vviffoai\J ot the

utet-.tue blood whiob baa a. more than noral blood. v1a-

,.

·t;

,,

:·,,'.

·,
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oosity as a result of menstrual congestion.
Klein and Fliesz favor the use of adrenalin. when the
dysmenorrhea is due to hyper-ovarian secretion.

This

dysfunction produces Idema of' the uterine mucosa which results in uterine colic, and since ·adrenalin is said to be
an antagonist of ovarian secretion it is called for to
righ't this condition.

It is given hy,Podermically, ten

mintums at the onset of menstrual pain or slightly before,
if possible.

10.ein reports that of 35 cases of dysmen-

orrhea treated as such, only two failed to be relieved
eomIJletely.
Cocaine 5%-20%, ap,Plied to the genital spots in the
nose often is beneficial.

Ezell (:35) and Nelson (19, 20)

reports moderate success with this therapy.

Brettauer and

Jlayer have given up the use of cocaine for trichloracetio
acid because the latter gives more lasting results.

They

make four applications of trichloracetie acid between periods .and if beneficial results follow, to repeat at the
next intremenstrual cycle.
of their cases.

They report relief in 50%w75%

However, Graves (4) has

foun~

very disappointing in nearly all his oases.

this method

Both the

cocaine or triohloracetia acid are applied to the so-call·
ed genital spots with cotton pledeets.
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The use of ammonol, 5 to 10 grains three times a day
for two days ,Preceding menstruation recommended by Clow
(24) was used extensively in England, but with little

success.

She

year but most

stat~s

that it should be used for about a

p~tients

desire more instant relief or cure

and conse.1uently it is discarded

b~·

them after two or three

months.
Hertzler (17) has shown that when thyroid disease is
present dysmenorrhea is usuall;r associated with it.

In such

oases a chronic hyperthyroidism is present and to overcome
this hypofunc.Jtion of the gland iodides are deemed necessary to whi;;,> this gland into functioning properly.

These

are given along with sedatives to minimize stimulation of
the nervous system.
hy!ocyamus are_ good.

Sodium bromide and fluidextract of
Bromidism is prevented by the addi-

tion of the small amounts of Fowler's solution.
takes care of the consti_pation, if present.

Cascara

If the iodides

prove(too stimulating, milder stimulants such as, thyroid.
extract or syrup of iron iodide appears or stomach is.upset, luminal substituted temporarily for the bromide and
hyocyamus.
as possible.

It is best to stay with the iodides as lone
Wendel (26) also advises the use of iodides.

Hertzler (17) and Wendel (26) have standardized the following ,Prescription for dysmenorrhea associated with thyroid

-5~-

disease:
Potassiwn iodidii
Fldext. byocyami
Liquor ~otassi arsenitis
Sodii Bromidi
Rubelixir
~.a a.d.
llet-Sie:

8

12
12
48

240

Take one teaspoonful in water three times
a day, before meals.

They say. that •this medication is to be continued indefinitely until there is admitted improvement.

It should

be remembered it takes from 6 to 18 Months to effect a cure.
The l)Uls'e should be taken daily and if it gets below 70 or
80

the dosage should be cut· down, but not dj.scontinued.

Usually the small goitre will disappear and finally the dysmenorrhea.•

Hertzler and Wendel report very good success

with such a procedure.
l'hi~ips

(37) often uses Potassium bromide grains ten

and Sodium salicylate grains ten, three times a day before
the period,

~1th

luminal grain

t

during the pain, repeated

judiciously up tn the point of drowsiness as a palliative
me.asure. only.

He does not boast any .cures--just relief.

Gurber and Hirz have been quite successful with the
use of uzara.

It is advised in cases where there is uter-

ine atony.
Other drugs used are aoetanilid, pulsatilla, bydrastis,
dionin, antipyrin, salocodin, and a host of others--none be-

•
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ing efficient enough to sanction continued usage.
Glandular Therapy.-Of pr·ime iM.Portance in the treatment of dysmenorrhea
due to endocrine disturbanc is accurate diagnosis.
to be certai-n

~here

First

are no gross pelvic pathology un48r'.,;

lying it, and second, ·to determine which gland or glands
are responsible for the disturbance.

Also whether there

is a hyvo-secretion, hyper-secretion, or dysfunction of
one or several.
One must keep in mind the various organic extracts
that are marked as so mapy grains of either the fresh ,:
gland or so many grains of the dessicated .sland.

This

makes a marked differenc.e as one grain of the dessicated
gland is equivalent to five grains of the fresh gland.
Then too, there is a difference of opinion as to whetber.1·
one should. use whole gland of the ovary or only parts

su~h

as corpus luteuin or the residue, and the same applies to
the pituitary, that is, the anterior or posterior lobe or
the whole gland.
·When there is an ovarian deficiency, ovarian extract
(dessicated) in five grain doses three times a day for a
period of two or ·three months is advisable.

As will be

recalled, ovarian deficiency is characterized by lower
bloo~

pressure, torsion of the teeth and absent lateral
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incisors or canines, atrophic areas or white spots on the
finger nails, and abnormally large hips and lower extremities, dispro)ortionately greater in circumference than
arms and thorax. (35)
Ovarian ...tlole gland substance is also indicated when
hyperpituitarism exists.

In

hyp~~1~ituitarism

there is

pro·duced vagal stimulation, heightenec. blood pressure,
and

intr~-cranial

pressure symptoms, e.g., pituitary head-

ache, visual disturbances from pressure on the optic nerves, nausea

and

vomitin~~

'1,..,,.. finally dys!ll(3.norrhea.

The

cranial pressure arises from the transient swelline of
the pituitary

~1-~n(, be-J~us·e

of its increased activity.

The same. dosage advocated above is to be adninistered.
This procedure relieves the above syndrome in l"lost cases.
The reason for this procedure is that the pi tuttary ,·s
synergistic

~5th

t~A

~vary

and the adMinistration of

one relieves the stress on the other.
Oocassionally hyperthyroidism accompanies ovarian
deficiency.

1\

When definitely provee, Hertzler(l7·)·, Wen-

del (26), Crossen (18), Bercovitch (3) and Ezell (35)
advise the adMinistration of thyroid extract

i

grain

three til'les a day in association with the ovarian thera,py.

This will allow the thyroid gland to return to

•
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normal.
The administration of Theelin is not given with the
purpose or aiding deficient funotionine ovaries, but to
stiJ!lulate the develo,pment of a hypoplastic uterus.
has been proved in animals by Novak ( 23).
the

~·Dodermio

on alternate days

!t is

of the cycle.

He ad'Vi sea

use of Theelin (folliculin) where we have

a hypol)laatio uterus.

tion.

This

~or

He administer l c.c. (50 cat units)
6 days beginning just after menstrua-

tl'e refore, eiven during the ro11_icular ;phase

Novak (23) says •that Theelin shru ld not

be administered in dysmenorrhea unless the uterus is
plastic as it is an active

antis~smodic.•

'hy~o

Conse~uently

accurate diagnosis is designated before therapy is instituted..
Another presumable ovarian substance used in the
treatment of dyamenorrhea is
~emale

sue.

sex horMone.
?!any

~uestions

Pro~non,

an Allen-Doiay

It is derived from placental tisits being ovarian in origin.

Hack-

er (32) reports good results in treating a severe case
of dysrnenorrhea with it and the results are encouraging.
He first eives 500 units of Progynon ten days before
menstruation.

If no relief is obtained he then gives

1000 units ten days before the period.

Sometimes the

-

------------
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'

noae ia .oocaia1ae4 three clays before menstX"Uation.
inal every three hours is often beneficial.

L\UD•

This patient

_,·

.'

received this therapy for four months and has been completely tree rrcm symptoilS .. r or the last year.
ll)";p&rtbyro1.d1am usually occuaa if the ovarian de'
tic iency. haa been pronounced or if .the
pituitary. gland

1• alug{Sieh.
aetion

or

This is the result of ultimate compensatory

the tbyroid.

ter as the sym»tol!lB
ua all.

or

To determine this is an easy mat•
'hyperth.Yroidism are familiar to

When this exhaustion occurs, the administration.

_ot :t- 'srain ·of' thyroid extract three times a day is b•n•·
'l'o &Toi~ furtiter -over aotiv_ity on ·the tb¥roid, _

f1oial.

e~tract -s1".~ttld

ovar·ian

be given.

Ezell {35), Beroovitah

(3), an<l Clow and Phili,pa (37) •
. Hertzler [17) bas ·shown tha-t when thyroid disease
(.Chroaia b1pertb.yroid1•m:l is present dysmenorrhea is
Jlf!A_r,ly_.a1ways asa~iated with it.

In oases reported b7

ha, 'he atatea that •aimjtl:e teyroid t:reatnient relleved
the dys.-norrhea. •
.

Re fi"'e(J.1,lently a.t'ltn,inisters thyr.,id ·ex.

.

.

.

"-!"•ct in the'se eases of hypo f'unctio!ling thyroids, but

taTor• tbe nse ..of Potasaiul!l Iodide as described previous-

~

ly.
Fre-auently pitqitary exhaustion ooonra in oTarian

In such cases Berco•iteb (:S) and :rank (5)

'.l

<'". -. •
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J"tt()~nd

the adriinistration of whole pituitary gland-·

two grains three times a day.

This is rarely necesaary

because spaam of the uterine J'!lU.Soulature is already pre-

f'.

.

'.

sent and pituitn:ry !!.dminiateration doean•t seem plaurd.b.le •
.A.drenal deficiency usually follows prolonged illness

·t, . . . ./

f

and is characterized by symptoms seen with.weakness.

;,

r

These. are inconsistent and oonse-1uently 15.ttle attention
ia paid to adrenal dysfunction.

When this dys:funotion is

accurately cH.Renosed adrenal extract in conjunction with
•tr7chtline·1sa-dvooated.

ue.

Since the

thyroi~

Cortin hasn-ot been of any val-

g1and is often considered a

a1ae10 iat to the adrenals (35) thyroid extract in doses
mentioned above often allows the exhausted adrenals a
obanc~

to return to normal.

Or~anothera~y

baa been extensively employed with

both·good and poor re,.-,ulta reported.

'!'here 5s a

~reat

4eal of oriticiam aa ·to .the ef.fici~noy of endoor1ne
.

tunw

.

011

'

the grotmds that it ia all. theeretical and

and as yet unproved.

EAlJ.-(35) SHJJ that •up to the·

.tr••ent tiJJse no other. -theory ao satisfactorily ex,p1-.1ns
the p'heno••

or

d.ysmenorrhea or is so enooura~_ing in

the proml•'•· ef a remedy for this d1stl."essh1g· conditioaj

.

an4 alandular theraw ia at least ae Just1t1able

aa

the

..on' a egplorato17 operation.•·

~v

\

..
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Irra41ai1on

Therapy~--

The use of the X-ra7 ·1a .-11 doses baa been sug-

gested for t_he treatment ot dyamenonhM 'bJ For4 (~'1).
He uaea the short waTe leng·th ray a.

The t iJne of exposure

i1' .ceirparatiTely short; . 5 per ..
cent of an

ts applied at the depth of. the oTaey.

eeytb.••

tn a aeries

dose

or·

29 oaaee, 'l'"e11et of pain tor nrying perioda· of time
-traa

"llll:1:i. in l9.

intenala of

A repetition of the 1rri41aiion at

thre~

l"ontha is possible without adTerse

efteot on theoTarian function.
The· deTelopment of

p?'e~nEtncy

prevented a 1D0re accurate report.

in

Et

The

few of his c••••
ini~ial

irra-

.d.:1at1on waa e:t'tectual in moat· caaea.

:rord (2'1) &aye, •this is a method -.,hich mat tte e.mp.1oye4 with the greatest caution, but in v:lew nf tbe re-

sul.ta obtained
.

at Kayo

Clinic it seems· justifiable to

recommend it 1ri tbe oooaaional case of an intractable
Jain.•
'

!he ianediate eff'eot is ,purely stimulative. bui
-

the peraiatence of the relief over

~onths

or even years

suggest a more .Permanent action· than the mere liberation

ot an exoessive ali'J.Ount ot ovarian hormone.· The good re-

sults are ;possible due to the deatruotion of unhealthy
or atretic·tolliclea: or the abnormally persistent
1utea1 bodies which inhibit normal cyclic funotion. · (~1')

.

'

..
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He alao irradiates the·pitu1tary gland along with the
. ovary--alternat1.nc; sites

or

irradiated.

.

Cassidy in the Royal City of Dublin Hospital re--

-~

.

..

fort• 5o·per cent o:ure in his cases treated with irradiation.
· TerRer { 42) reports RltJr ia1nC17 good resul ta troa

f
:i

t

•P»lioatipn ot . - 1 roeats•ifoaea (.one field. irradiation a.nd

it

erythema dose) to the hy,po,physis as a niode· of._

t~eatiag
dyamenorrhea.
- .
"

'

He report.- Tery little auo\sa
with
.

e:ltb:er drug or surgical therapy.

He avers that the

re-

· aultt lit~4 to •na:r of~,• but re-irradiation produo•a re•
lief.

whner {42) states that •since this .»rocedure 18

•bsolutel7 barmleaa, painless, and easy to apply, it ia
worth a trial.•
. Polak (29) advooatea the uae of radium in dyUlenorrhea
wlwre no aclaexal l.eaiona are present.

·He dila tea the

oervJ.Ct. and .60 JfC• of radlwn properly filtered, are iatrocluce4 high in the uterine·oavity and allowe4 to remain
there for a period of four

hours.

houra~

a dosage of 200 mg.

He maintains that this amount of irradiation 4oea

ao'\ stop menstruation;

but fol"·•ome unexplained reason,

re11evea tb.e-gain at i11uccee41na •••trual periods.
Polak 'baa treated 36 oases or dysmenorrhea with abaolutE1 relief ot jlaia in each.

Philipa {37} likewiae :re•

~·,

•
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)<

ports good reaulta with radium therapy in dyamenorrhea.

Yen4el (2$) oondemna irradiation aa a tberapeutical

!.

qent in d.7•menorrhea on the grounds that the ovaries are
often over-irradiated with a reaul'tl!ltant' olU.eteric that

ia

wo~•• tbail
...,,

the original affliction •

~

' .

·In ,patients approaching the.menopause who autfer

a d.yamenorrhea of the disabling type, certain

fro~

•

authorities
recommend a .aterilia.tna doae
of x.-ra;y.
.
.

suoh

oaaea must l>:e aeleoted. carefully,· for dysmenorrbea is

trequently associated with very- mrked nerwoue sYJl»toM,
'

-12.iah irradiation oeuld not :tail -to i aggravate, and the

exa"erat1on o_f wh1.ch would not Justify the-: relief'
th• peFiodio paina.

or

JJystereotoJV' sounds mor• plauaible

.in auoh caaea •. Thia 1f'ou~d then spare the healthy tunotioaing ovaries.
•vsical )(eaaure.:-lo trea~ment for clysmenorrhea baa. yet been a iven ua
- ··•.

that is uni"f'eraa11,-aocepte4 but nmat aneoologiata agree

.

on one point and tbat 1• the surgical rel.iet

ot cty.-a.
~·1

o:rl'll-ea baa \lp to the present, been th• lllOat auoceaeful ,
aad. c.,moni1 acoeptecl.

It ia neoeeaa17 to mention that

·a• Gaae of-t17aaeaorrhea should be subJected 'to surgical
. ,prooe4ure until careful, aoientifio attempt• aiae llll4e to
:relleT• the cond.1t1on by mean• of medicatic:ua. slandular

'

• t;2·,--,

'

.

>

therapy,

and

general upbuilding of the patients nutri-

tion.
Various types of operations have been deaoribed in

f<

• '

'

tb.e literat.u*• whioh will be olaaa1tie4 acoordina to the

aurgio&l teohnio e.ntployed.

They are ae follows:

(A)

Dilatation with or without ovettage.

(B)

D1via1on ot the anterior;and posterior
~

.

(

!~

eeg~ ..

-

aent of the uterus.

{A.) 81.llple dilatation with or without ovettaget
....,

J'b"at an4 f'oreaoat ia simple dilatation whioh 4e.t••
baok ~o earJ3 me4eo1ne.

21007.&ra ago

'l'bia procedqre was em.PlOye4 over

lJy Hi_ppooratee, the Father

.

ot Kedic:lne.

lli• i4M • • baae4 on the tact that d.Jamenorrb.ea oae

alu•ut

from atenoais ot .the cervical canal which .ooolud-

•4 tile

tr•• flow ot menstrual produota and henc• sa•e

r iee to pa:tn;.

Whether the pain ia due to the above en•

tire17 or to a

epaaao~ oont~ei1on

of the oiroul.ar tib•

era at the internal oa, to an undue'amount of ooueotiTt
tia•ue at tlti• point, or.to another and entirely extra,.lTio oau••• 1'9 have no way of

detel"llinin~b

and it

••t

.lte granted th.at the e11plo7Mat of a method which 1.a
•tr·ic~ly

looal for the correct ion o( a condition wtdoh

mi-• or •Y net be local
· Ga

~he

in origin 1• entirely

illeg1•1~

otlter hand. common aenae auat be eTOD4 DI. . . .

I

•

ll'b.at

the patient is atter is rellet no matter what the

etiolo,lcal factor is.

Conaequentl7 no controversy

o•er therapy abould reault or alter the prooedure under-

taken ao l•(li aa results are aohieved.

The average

. '7neoo1ogiat reports 40 per cent .ot permanent cure, to
"!>1:

'•1fbf,ch - · · be ad4e4 at leaat 30 per. cent 'ot partial or

tCQOraey curea.

!hia •4• of

the~p7

(aurglcal) atill

,_...,ins tbe commonest form of treat•nt and probably
Ci'f'ea the highest peroentai• of temporary curea. · Sob-

, woerer and Yicruann ( ~l) reports s-fmilar reaul ts with
use of Kenge'a method of dilatati_on.

· The

SJ1l•oolo~1st

Who baaea his obJeotions to this

,procedure on strictly aoademo grounds forgets that eTen

teJQo:rary relief
frOID qamenorrhea ie usually
T•J'1 pate.
.
tully recei•e4 b7 thtt wonsn who aut'fera from it. Ko-re

ua

than·••• patient
.

.

thua atf'orded

her

.

reported that the months ot relief
.

baYe enabled her to set her .P'to°•toal

and nerroua balance, ao to ·speak, so that when the dya-

aenor,rb.ea recurred••&n4 ."the r eourrence ia frequently ot
a

1••• aeTere

ao tr,-illg.

type••t.he monthly er6jal waa 97 no ••na
'

Thie ie a Yery important conatderat_ion.

lt 1s eaay to conoti"f'et aa haa.alr•tJ 'been pointed. out,

tJaat with the o-onetant reotirrenoe of pain, which is &tten
••17 •••••• if not aetually disabling. nenoua eXbal.Uttion

·~.

..
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ia liaely to follow, and that, a.a ti:ie

~oes

on, the

erte4t ot eaoh ,period will last lo?lier and the reaction

f'roa it wt'll be.leas prompt, so that eTentually a con•

('·

ataat nervous irritation is maintained _and tl9 ,patient
, 'beoo:tr11a thoroughly neurotio thouoti it

be most u.n•

w~uld

tatr to say that ber neurosis ia prlmary.

Therefore it

•· aeeas that a detini te neuras.thenia cfoee not oontrain4.ioa te the performance of dilata.tion and cnaettaie, Rro•

+i4e4 that' the ,pain is of the typioal type and that the
pe1Y1c ftnt\1nga turnieb the.proper indioatictn.

·ne operation should ·be done only in the oaaea in
'

· which the uterus is or the typical anteflexed, lqpo)l.aatic

ty~e

and in which_ there is no other pelvic

,patlloloaY such as

retro•nexi~n,

. 4taeaae to ctx..R~!-n tl\e

li•t• 'beli.e"f'e

'tl.t

tumors or inflUlmato17

-trual pain. Jfany oneoolo..

d1l~t~t ion alone is sutticient, and.

that oui"ettase should not be done routinely.

It is ;pre·

,_...l• to'.aplo7 it in moat oaaea tor two reaaona;

it

that

is a usa·f'ul diagnostic l'leasure to elW•\• . .-11 .

t1broids which eaoa,pe

deteot,i~n

by tb.e ordinary binan•

ual .-xarsination, and th.at, even i f the

-~~ ._.,.,, it i• ef'9a t•WMI la t b •

••· . -. . .. _ . i9 .ob tllll.•ar-

v.a

'

bleed.i~

nerml

.is

•ee• $1&&' .
au

~~-

,1';

._

J-ti•t t• N•tl•e4,.1>7 it• ........1.
'

!'

.

'.

.

I

,-;

t•'

•tlatat.1en and •vettap •3" lte pitrferae4· at:. •IQ'
t1119 of the month except during the aott&&l flow, and the

l*tlleloctat ahoulct a1•3"• be 1nt"o'.Ml'le4 ot the perio~ ot
p

••

ff'·

.

•

tb•-•traal eycle, in order that he •Y paaa 1nte111·

-; ceatb' upon the ao~apiDC• _au'ba1tte4 to hill.· Graduated
cU.latera at the Bepr tJ°·lM are )>referable to glove
'

+

-

••

atretoher dilator• of the Good.ell type, •it'h wh:f oh the

t•r•e

aamtot be aoourat•ly gauged and which ~7 oauae

. ••••r• lt.oe:rat!ena abm t the internal oa.

Tears in tb1e

·,·ru.. are particularly unfortunate, tor, aside from the
fact that the frriediate hemmora~e may be severe, h~alin&
Ir/

i•~••r pr1-.ry~ and the resul.t1na

aoar t1a8ue dela71

dilatation at tuture la.bars and doea not permit even the
nor•l dearee of sof'tening_durine menstruation.
lHlatation and curettage can be repeated, 1:f necea-

AiJ7, eYery year or two, as the reli•t obtained from it
weara

orr.

.

..

:rn s<tme oases eentle dilatation,, without

, anesthesia, ~Y be <:'one eaoh .month Juat before the period,
aJtd. while ti. ._a.it·• are~ not aa 1•e4 · •• nen taor•uga
4~tat.t•• f.a

,_,,,.,

ct._ the· •naul.q perfocl ie t••t••tl7 - . ,
Cleland (S9) mainta.tna . tha~ dilatation
.

"
1i•e• on17 .tea;oraey relief t':nd. recoJl'IHn••
his o,peration

..

.

whiob will be d1-.ousaed later.

Sohlllidt (4]. report• 10

oeu ent.1re cure, 9 per cent. a14ed conaiclenb1y\ 17

..

·'.

..
•i

. "'

11er cent cured for a year or tlto, but 4' per cent were
n:ot,"'•Ji~fit•t·

with the use ot i'ehling'a treatment of

dJ•aenorrhea. A feneatrated cannula, 5 ea. long, with
flarin& mouth, is introduced -into the cervix, after
•arettaae, and is left for three dyaa.

Then the cannula

·;la cban194· an4 the uterus tlull-4 with one liter ot a
.

'

·•• . - • . - ao.:l.utioa of li(juor tor..Uelqde.
..:+;::'

: ,,

-

'

of ._a\lla.a.- ud it:rlption are

repea~e4

f

~·

r

!he abaqe

two or three ti•••

The woman J!rtlst stay :f.n bed

~ya to allow ~baervation of temperature. tt

'ff'r tiTe

.it

hi•
'up
\'tlet~la la remoYed.
'
.
If· a a·tea ot the Jalctwin t7J• .ia uaed

~bi

ooJDbination

wtth the opel"ation of dilatation and curet;tage, tbe i>er•
o-.nta1e or 1ood reaul ta ia considerably improved.

{216} ·and·Gravea (4) report from 50 to

~O

Jliller

per oent per-

•••t curea. 'by this method •. The arswnent against uae of
atem ,.aeary is"' the po1aibilit7 or infection, but tbe7
re.10rt

no

infection in the pi-operly selected. cae•••

ia q,uit• true that., the

tbat the oure•

wt

~he

~bat

ri••

It

i• aurgi~ally wiol... and.

it'achieTea are entirel7 e-.trio,

.... arpaenta bold aa nold. for dilatation ..,

ovettage.
'

hoaaae it do•• ache1Te ourea it ahou·ld be
'

I

I

.e.,1.0,-ed in the ••••• in which it is not oontraiadioat•4.

..
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«

_,t, ~:

Ttb. safety of the method .and the percentage ot

ttuooe•••• it aohieTea are ent1rel7 proportionate to the
I

~elected,

..... 1'ith whi.ch the· caaea are

oattons being more

importa~t

stem must not be used in the

·'

the contraindi·

than.the indications.
pr~aeno•

·f-.

'l'he

ot gro11.pel'fio

.

leeiona ot any 11ort, antf its uae 1n'·ttie presence o:t

,pelTio infection of any degree 11 a.hishl7 danceroua
.

procedue.

OerTioal as well as tubal d.iaeaae l'lUat be

eli:laiaatect bl' history,. bimanual examination and other
· •tho4a before the stem ia introduced, and it must be

.

1roJQPtl7 remoTed. it the patient exhbita·an eleTation of
tert1_;vet'ature, pelTic paia, or other eTiclencea of an ta"

•

>

•

n-tory reac.tion •. lt ia pal:'tioularl.7 adapted to caaea

in which the uterue ia intant 1le and und.evelop•4 an 4
.,

lies ta a Jo•ition of antenexion, and in which
••~Tix

tm

l• loaa and conical· and the external oe, or the

p1nh•1• ~>'.Pe•

he moat •rlcecl beneti ta are .achi•••4 ill

••••Wbioh ezhib1t

&l'l

inoreaae ot tibroua

ti•••• &ltout

.

the lateral .· o•, · a Ida to· the .hl'P•rtropb.i• ateaeaoa ....
~·r

ta certain pyloric patholoa. aad the cure ia •ll»P••·•'•
.not .Yery logleallft to lJe due to the lq'pertropbf of the
ute~

Jro4uoe4 l>7the.perai8Jent oontractioha it under-

c••• 1• it• ·•-••r to e&.pel the
·t~

foreian.1»•41'• Wbat•••J'
reason, it the.ate• ia worn over two or tb.He ,.riota,

.

"

"
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..

aor• tball. half of all caaea are permanently or temporar11¥ relieved, a· percentage of good result• that. cannot·
j

be explained in aft.7 way.

JloC\11logh (28} report• go9d re-

aulta with the use of.his dyamenorrhea tub••·

~·

..

Croaaen

(18) and 1C1ller {36) recommend the uee of the glaae atea

..

peaaary.

Gravea (4) and 3sel1(35)·and others recoPlll'Jend aua·-

,._.ton of the aame antenexion, •• the principle that the

eondttion t• a•toaioallf t)le same aa retroveraion

am

tbat equall7 good results may- be expecte4 from aurs•f7•
'

The ·•»•ration ia. aa•ociated ,,ith cenioal clllatation, ·
aaclb7 the combined method Graves reports aucceaaful re.

.•ulu 1n·'5 it•r

'

~ent

of properly aelected ca•••·

One

'.; .

woad.er• whether the· cl1latat1on is· ~erbapa the 'lt:~~!~/:. .; 1
faotor; at any rate, it aeeina loii•al to performJllr""?"trat ·

.

aacl tadependentlf • and to reaort to auapenaion onl.J' after

V: tbe

alm.pler pro1.•4v.ree baa failed to ov.re ..the 41••norrhea.

,. <JJ

J»1•1a1on or •l'l"-rior or poeterior ••cement of the

11\erua
Thia proeedure ia adTooatecl where the daih•t'n
ad ate1leaia ot the

••1J'i~

' :4a> · :Jlla.ri•n

<•s)

Siu

are preaent •.

4eTiaed the t:ti-at ;reoetv.re

tor reliet ot «1'••norrhea 4ue to abeTe taotora.

;•·•••••• •t ourrettment

1'1'11•

followed by •r•l.7 •Jlf tt:lDI t'b.e

.·.-;,

.,

•
''\'

•.· ..-,-t·.

poaterior aeaement of the uterus.

'

This metho4 waa not·

T.ery aucoeaatul because of aapeaia and conaeq11ently .1>oor

union of tiasuea 41T-1ded.

·if:'·

»u.41•7 4eT1aed an operation which oonaiata in

(lt)

remoTing a wedce shaped portion fro• the poaterior ••1aent ot the oerTix.

The

~hief

aim'of this t,Peration ia

to .tlorten tbe posterior ••eement of the oenix whf.oh

I

j~

'"

•••••••• the a-atenexion an4 w14ena the canal, tha1 oTer-

eeafng the atenoa.ia ot the internal oa. One e'b.jeotion
to thia ta that. it pi'od.ueea •tilation of the oenix 111 ieb

later alalat•• a ()ond1t1on of art1f1oial · laoerat1on whioh
often pioo4uoea •YmJto:ma which later needs J:epairina •
•

l>ta,ueatiel reports a aimilar o,perati!• procedure.

.

.

C\U"t11

(21.) con4emna the J)ud.ley o}>eration beoau.ae he aays it ia
not anatom:lcally or pbyalolos;ioally.aound •
.(o)

The treatment of dJ"smenorttll.ea by anterior

hJ'•terot01t7 1• -recommended by Blair Bell.

The atep• of

the operation including aeparationor the Taginal mooaa
an41'1a44er f'rom the ce•Tix, dilatation of the cerTical·
. . .1, iaoiaion of the anterior cervical wall beyond the

1nt•r•l oa and into the oaTity of the uterus, ooagtat,on

ot'tbe &\l}Mlrfioial longitudinal muscular fibers of the
.,.~iz.

'1>1 1nterru.»t•4 aaturee, repoaitiol'i •t the fl&;PI •t

: ;..-.-1

.

.

•c•••
•

The author' a argmnent is that dllatat1on

.

W'

------

----·

·--..
:·.:
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.

done ua«er direct Tiaion ia aafer than dilatation done
b7 the blind use of dila11ora, that a laceration ie 111ore

•ate-17 -deby- a cttrect cut than by- undirected toroe,
an~ tba.t

by this method a marked and permanent increase

1n the c'l1ber or the oenical canal ia secured by- the
or4im.J'7 procedure of 411atation •.

'"-* .._,:be

:._~t':·~,,.'
'

_;·:

"-."'."':

·ne

toroe ot the argu-

cran\ed, but the operation is plainly too

.

.

'

-

extenaiTe to·l:>• W'14ertaktri tor arq but the.aggraYate4

tJJe•

or

dyamenorrhea, and it is not, aooor4ing

to

Ken•

neq (43), adapted to a-11 cases.
(d}

Clelan~

on the theory

t~t

(39) baa

1uggeate~

an operat10,n \ased.

the site ot the trouble i• at
4

t~

1aternal. os, and that a cure can be effHted by- aeTerinc
the r.1Rand producing a suftioiently- proloneect dilatation
to i»:'•Tent aubaequent contraction ot the muscles. · SV•
ct•~

clinlaton of the cerTix if :rir1t done, after whioh

·two latera11no"iaione are nade at the .. internal oa, fr•
1/16 to 1/12 inch deep •

.&.

aecond.d.ilatation 11 perforaed.,

followed by curettage, and tbt operation 1• conolude4· lt1
~

'

;;,

,_.kirag 'bl th tbe uterine eaTi ty and the cer•ioal (m;Nt.1

. ao.l14ly. with iod.o~orm caue, which re•fns in place tor

•1Cht4aya.

tn. 1'15 oaaea Clelan4 falled oeJlpletely ill

lees tban t> per cent and c:tur.e4 per•nea\l7 more than '5

.»e:i- cent of his patienta;

ault1e11uent pregnancies

were

j.",,

:.

-·

~'

'
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~

.._.

.

··,,. ..

~.

~

wlthout incident, abortion being: no more f'rey_uent .than

ueU.1 and. labor being either normal or •l•:ftle:r th.an neual.

His result• are unquesti9nabl7 good.; but infection

seems a possibility with such a method, even in the ban4a
of a sk111•4 ayid careful aurgeen.

.&.ae;pai• therefore :la

.illrpel'&t1Te. J.ndrewa {g5} report8 Tery

~"~d

results

~1th

· _. •f Gl•lhf. 1pe.,.tlon•.

(e) .fU·J'O••i •ia-ntioa oon.aiata of 41T141ng the
oervbs. bi]Aterally u,p to the internal

0111

th• woua4 ..._.

hlaf .,,,...xu.te4 ia· .... a •n•r tbat· ..........i.
&Mp'laiS.'-•1 u"itioial laoeration i• left~ '!'he dis•
a4,.atace or-· thia ·prooe4un· · 1• o)"f'ioua. .Allortioa ·..,,
p.-tm>• labor

•J>•

frequent in later presnano iea,

47~

tooia is of common oocutaenoea, and. another cerYioal

opeJ!ation my 'be re'luired to repair th• lacerations antl
'

.

'

'

~

"

to correct the cerTic 1t {,. whioh often tollowe the eroaio•

~4

~le land

eTer1fbn produeed in the cerv1oal tissues.
( 39) aTers t.hat this is not a good method because
'

'

t'b.e' internal os has been cut.

Grav•• (SJ obJecta to the
i· ,·

J?oza1 operati-on in th~t an el:ldocet'vial ..tfa uaaall)r :re1tult••
( f) , Ootte ( 254) of France sui::geats pelvic perlarttr•

· J.al. &J'll.P&thectomy in treatment of dyamenot"rhea without·

1•s1ona of the genitalia, in pelTf.o neuralc.t• with »&iaa

.
'

'

.

.

'
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in the ovary, uterus, or n.tero-aa•ral ligaments.
'ports the .curing, of 5 patients by resection

or

He

re-

the adven-

j

t1t1a of the b.yposastric artery, with. no '".~ourrencea to

ttati, nin

09'fer• a

··fl.

per!.a<1:r,,..~si& to fourteen months. ,

report• good reaults.with severance of the pre-

Re also

'"i

.

as.oral nene. 'The resectfcin of the ,;>re-sacral nerve did

/

••' tro&uoe any disturbance in the Qladder or rectWt.l.
Novak ( :13) ancl others

a~eat

that the•• cases would

'

ha••

nerves, at the base of the broad ligament aa a

· t'her&peut1oal meaaure in dya•norrhea.

He belie••• that a

•hrctA.io ,_....tr_itis ot the uterus irritates the uterine

nerves.
~.&4.her•nt

...1I
I

.

(s) .Violet (33) advocates the stretching of the
u~uine

i

I

. < '·, qmaae4 or weakene~ b7 the eeT.ering of thtrnern.
.•

. ··.

'

to be certain that the muaoulature of the uterua ia not
"""'J.·

Bia tecb1n1c cons is ta· in the aeparating of ·tu-.

J
l
I
lI

Alt

tisau•, severing the ao'leroaed fibers, and

stretching tlle nerves, after an iQ.0.181en in· the lHt•••r·
'

ior J&7er.,ot the intlamecl
11pJD.ent
waa made.
,,
.

·•o-.elete oure in

four·•····

He report•

treated in this manner.

The
.,.

.cure ia oll_e persisted lOyears am waa atill_auooeaatul
'

i

l

.

dile.the otbel' three haTe Jtaat been operated on aiX
and have had oomplete

relie:f since •

..
'·

..

f

'·

to be followed throUih ·aubaequent ,Pregnancies and labora

•. , ..,. •. , . .. , :

... -/
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Pa7cbic K9aaures.--

Payohio t'herap1 is gerha»• the leaat 1ainful and ex•
jlenaive,. yet most beneficial fortn of thera_peutias the

»h1'•1eiao
.

~an

inatitate.
-·--

-

With this in mind be 6 oul4 obtain a careful history,

eajJeoially aa to the time ot.onaet of the- dysmenorrh•••

f

ll

I·

ant a poaa1'ble c•rrelation of ta.la eTent 1'1.lh a .J•roh1•

traaa of one sort or the

o~her.

·. This ab,ould 'be atrtuased

aaore be9au.se whatever the ca.use .of the firat. attaok

nay be,

.ttatte la •lW:• the .P•••1bli1t7' that the factor of tear

..., l•a4 to recurrence and perpetuation of the •JJDtPtoma •

.

·._oh caae thttrfore, sha.1ld be 1ndiT1clually eTa1uate4.

fte. anecologiat should also determine whether the

4'. .urrbu. ha• been

brought ab• t aa a rea.ul t of ia-

,pro;er inatruoiion aa to the uturaloeae of the

mena\rta~

tion i>ro••••• atrea•i'DC that. it ia a·aonal _andnatld'&l ·

fmlotton.

.

~•••i•inc

The•• patients uaualJ:y show iml>rovement u.~a
'

the iatormtion.

~.i.,,~ther

indioat•• that

eae'••t rMepiat the type of patient he is dealing wtth.
'

With eome patients it is w!ae not to mention opera-

tin }>rooedurea until less radical method• have failed.

' ... aolltiJJa,ion or peraonality of the pbJ9toiall
u•~•••

a

tbat he

aM:t11o~eat

and hi•

baa bad success with his treatrient 11
to oure Jtafl¥ oases of dyamenorrhea.

4

;~,

,I

-:·

~·t
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I

tewat.aor thera,peutioal procedures combined with this
often :la beneficial.

Jfovak (23) ia of the opinion that •cenioal dilaW.tion ia lU1ychio rather than a real factor.

One cannot

l>e clos-tiot but there ean be little Q.Ueation that in
aqy oasea the. operation is a form

of pS¥ChotheJ:a_py,

at

·ttaea saoceaatul, although not intre11uently only temper•
ltalQ' other a asree with Boftk in h1a 4e4uot ioaa.

. · A'Q' • •

Peterson and.Cross

repo~t

that some oases of

4Y••
et

MBOJrrhea· are benefited by carbon dioxide inaufflatioa
'

· f&llO,fiP tub•••

.

Jfoenoh ( 30) reJ.)orts partial relief ta

,lo 119r cent of the 14 oases treated as such. The ,ere••
uae4 1n each caae waa 140 • .:9om.m. of merou.r7. Thi•

.•w•

·--··~c:. where the cervical canal was

; tent-• with an$4t.fle:&1-.
'

.

•alping~~'••

very narrow.

Pt.t-

per1oophorit1•• aa4
'

p•b.fMd ovaries were z:iot benefited.· Jloe11ch 1naerta a
'

.,,..1-. ill tbe oerTioal oanal •o aa·to ,permit the Sa·
'

'

a:u.ttlation.

le attributea. th• relief from dysmenorrhea

aa being due to the ••tU&l "'asage. of carbon dio.xide.
0De would be inclined. to belieTe that the paasage of tbe

oaa.mda '»rod.ueed enough oeniGal dll.ataiion to relieve
the plotient.

Regardless a good method for tnating

J>8"Clt:te patients with dyamenorrhea has been introduced.
~:J•h

might i:mpre.ss the patient very mttoh and often

:'

~

...

"

~

.

~-,

.
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.

" .<'{ .... , ';,
;,•..

--~--:

"

'

proTide eaUiafaotory reaulta.

Bo definite treatment ot payogenio dyamenorrh•a
can be 11'•titute4 that will- benefii;f'·every _.., and to
oona1der all methods uae4 would result in a paper Tery.
!

To1Ulllinou•.

· .a be

The type of P1yohi,e fberapy, therefore,

4eaoribe4. in a tew worda--uae
. a:iw method that w11·1

·:.i
f

it

I•

!IJlreaa the pattet that ah• 18 receiTing treatment W'htoh

..,

baa been proved.to be extre:mely·aucoeasf'ul and also that
.clears u,p

a~-n~-~l angui~h

or worry she has.

.

'.·,.

'
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